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o I don't know Zip 921, who complained (Dec.
1987) aoout Instau ration's editor's blue-pencil
ing proclivities, but I know his type. Over my
In keeping with Instauration's policy of anonym
Because of the heavy rains last fall and the
years in what we laughingly call a "move
ity, most communicants will be identified by the
resultant spillages and leaks of raw sewage into
ment," I have encountered endless numbers of
the waterways that empty into the Pacific, Los
people who felt that whatever fell from their
first three digits of their zip codes.
Angeles beaches were closed for about a week
typewriter was complete and perfect when, as a
The National Football League strike ended
by health authorities. No surfing, no swimming,
matter of objective fact, it was sometimes hard
when some players found out their cocaine
no jogging or strolling. All those white property
ly intelligible. I am not saying this was the case
dealers don't extend credit.
owners who ran as far as they could, whose
with Zip 921's work, but I seriously doubt that
776
homes are electronically protected against the
anything he submitted was so brilliant that it
could not be improved. Lest anybody think I am
marauding minorities, whose police forces are
Religion is very strange. For 20 years I have
criticizing without knowing the facts, please be
as racially aggressive as they can be within the
taught a course in it and I still don't understand
constraints of the local minority establishment
aware that I have had my own articles, which I
it. I once read in a column in our college paper
-- all those Jews in Malibu who have clawed
thought were complete, severely edited for In
the following unusual idea. Paul Simon, in his
their way out of Zoo York are now being inun
stauration. In virtually every case the printed
song, "Bridge Over Troubled Water," meant by
dated by tons of nonwhite and homosexual de
version was superior to my own singular effort.
the words, "Silver Girl," a heroin needle. The
tritus deposited on the shores of their million
One of the reasons our movement is lOSing
full words are something like "Sail on, Silver
dollar beachfront properties and condos. The
(has losH) is because of the extraordinary num
Girl/Your dreams are on the way." The colum
effluvia and the stench are wafting the knowl
bers of massive egos who claim to be on our
nist's notion produced a horse-laugh on cam
edge that the Time of Troubles is at hand. It
side. They cannot or will not work construc
pus while I, who may be the most incredulous
gives new meaning to the phrase, "The winds of
tively with others, and so nothing gets done. So
person in the world, oought it instantly. It is the
change."
many people think they have to be the leader,
kind of idea you sort of keep to yourself, how
926
and so comparatively few are willing to be fol
ever, so I just filed it away. But then one Sun
lowers, that we have a plethora of laughable
day, many months later, I had occasion to go to
Ginsburg probably was less than truthful on
organizations with three or four members in
church, where I heard the choir sing the song.
his government employment form when he
stead of a large and potentially powerful group.
They ever so sweetly sang their little angelic
came to the Justice Department. Jews treat
What we need is an effective statewide or na
hearts out. And there was that suspicious name,
resumes as if they are press releases instead of
tional group with one leader and hundreds or
Silver Girl. Later in the day I mentioned Silver
truthful accounts of work history.
thousands of people willing to work, rather
Girl to my sister, who had had a role in arrang
than talk, for the salvation of our race.
201
ing the service and in getting me into church.
317
She said she thought Silver Girl was God. I
In the piece aoout William F. Buckley Jr.
thought, Hmmmmm ... Silver Girl = God? I
(Nov. 1987) the writer wonders aoout Bill's
To Zip 124 (Dec. 1987), who advocated the
pondered my sister's answer. It occurred to me
enormous literary output. I don't think it can be
emphasis of love for our race over hatred for
suddenly that people never do consider very
attributed to pep pills. Buckley probably has a
our enemies: I agree with you on the need for
deeply where they get their religious ideas,
corps of researchers and assistants who "block
that emphasis, if only to blunt the "hater" label
ideals and symools. What evidently matters is
out" his columns, magazine pieces and books.
which the ADL and the media so love to attach
some aesthetic whole. But aoove all, there is
Call it the Rockefeller approach to writing. One
to any manifestation of white pride. But we
endless socializing.
of Rocky's biographers says the late New York
must also be able to cite the biblical statement
619
governor once issued a book under his own
that there is "a time for love and a time for
name that he didn't write and subsequently
hate." Given our natural altruistic bent, I don't
never even read. In Hollywood a star tells his
believe that we would hate any group -- except
Wish they'd bring fatso Archie Bunker back
agent he has decided to write his autobiogra
for the fact that that group is trying to destroy
in a new TV series. Ethnic jokes can be hilarious
phy. "The first thing we gotta do, Manny, is hire
us. Sadly, many of us won't heed the biblical
and truth-telling. But stupid race-sensitivity
injunction even then.
a writer."
killed all that.
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o

It is noticeable to me that the Spanish, al
though further removed from us racially than
the French, are friendlier, at least to British
tourists. Perhaps we have the natural rapport of
opposites. In the case of the French, it is my
belief that there is a natural antipathy between
us that can be seen throughout history. We
have quarreled in Europe, in Africa, in Asia and
in the Americas. We are now quarreling at the
Common Market. When in Spain we stopped at
wayside cafes, it was usual for the locals to
smile and sometimes say a few friendly words.
In France, however, we mostly encountered
scowls or, at the best, cold indifference. It was
also noticeable how these establishments
would rip you off, charging between £6 and £7
(about $10) for a small snack for three. My wife
says the trouble is that we have beaten them too
often, but I suspect that the relationship is root
ed more in natural biological incompatibility
than in historical consciousness. It is noticeable
that the best of the current crop of French
leaders, Jean-Marie Le Pen, is a Nordic. I have
also observed that their police and military con
tain many more Nordic types than the national
average.
British subscriber

o September 1987 marked the 200th birthday
of the Constitution. But something far more
important was seen on the nation's TV screens
during that month than the parade of pols,
preachers and ViPs standing in front of historic
buildings and mouthing platitudes. In Washing
ton (DC) the Bork hearings were taking place
and for those who have learned to read not only
between the lines but also behind the lines, they
were quite a show.
For one thing, the founders of the Republic
were dead set against the religious oaths of
office that were used in England and some col
onies, where a candidate was required to state
that he adhered to the teachings of some true
church. In the Bork hearings, the Judge who
would be Justice was forced to swear allegiance
to the Holy Trinity of liberty, equality and mi
norityism. These abstract divinities hold that all
groups are inherently equal in all important
respects and that any observed differences
must be the result of "racism," "sexism" or
llsomethingism." When Thomas Sowell, a black
follower of F.A. Hayek, pointed out that affirm
ative action programs actually work against,
not for, black students by placing them in col
leges for which they are not qualified, a hush
fell over the room and Jewish pseudo-Republi
can Arlen Specter began to savage him.
In the days of Earl Warren, the Court of Last
Resort gleefully overturned century-old prece
dents, such as Plessy v. Ferguson. Now that the
damage has been done, the Nauseating Nine
have enshrined stare decisis. What Nonnan
Lear really had against Bork (who wasn't all that
hot anyway) was the latter's occasional lapses
into Majorityism.
973

o Re excreta and politicians, I was reading in a
back issue of National Review an article de
scribing a Cuomo visit to a Bronx synagogue. I
quote, II A synagogue is a place where Jews go to
worship God and where politicians go to wor
ship Jews."
641

o

Be nice when you write, says the "Nice
Right." Would you believe there are rightists
who still think nice, polite letters can sway poli
ticians, maybe even the masses? Win them
over? Wake them up? Never! It won't work. In
the first place, 98% of people are not in the
least affected by nice letters filled with fine
facts and neat logic. They are affected only by
emotion. If they do manage to grasp a few
influential facts, they forget everything the
minute a snake-oil salesman has at them or
watch, glassy-eyed, the boob tube for more
than two shakes of a dog's tail.
Canadian subscriber

o Let's stop kidding ourselves that Jews got us
in the mess we're in. No doubt, they have ag
gravated and accelerated our decline, but it is
our own grasping greed, superfluous guilt and
stupendous stupidity that is destroying us. The
large active traitor element has combined with
the even larger apathetic element to form an
invincible juggernaut of decline. When a race
begins to doubt itself and question its every
action, the stage is set for the last act.
617

o Your mention of IIwaist and ankle chains"
used on Bob Miles (Sept. 1987) was interesting.
Such chains are prohibited as restraints under
international law (United Nations Declaration
on the Protection of All Persons from Torture
and Other Cruel, Inhuman, Degrading Treat
ment or Punishment, Article I, Section 1; Un
ited Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners, Rule 33). While some
might argue that such law is not applicable in
this country, federal courts have declared that
international law is indeed a part of U.S. law.
Decisions rendered in 1980 (Filartiga v. Pena
Irala, 630 F.2d 876) and 1984 (Filartiga v. Pena
lrala, 577 F.Supp. 860) cite previous decisions
back into the 18005 to prove that international
law has always been recognized in this country.
It's too bad that lIour" government can't be
held accountable for the civil rights violations it
commits on whites.
456

o The only trouble with the Majority is that it
still carries along missionary baggage, not a
survival or siege mentality. Even in South Africa
only a portion of the Majority types have de
veloped anything approaching the Jewish ac
tivist state of mind. The Majority is ethnocen
tric only to the extent it defines everybody else
as "ethnic."
,
208

o

Interesting to hear in the aftermath of Hess's
death that Churchill confined "many of the
dukes" to their county seats. Every action in
America has a race angle and every action in
England has a class angle. If British Fascist Os
wald Mosley had been a duke instead of a mere
baronet, he would not have been jailed in
WWII.
929

o

Instauration has been quite enlightening.
Awareness is a funny thing; after a while one
wonders how anybody can miss the things that
Instauration has taught us to see!
762

o

AIDS, along with herpes and chlamydia and
a host of other recent contagions, as well as
bejel, an extremely virulent and medication
resistant form of syphilis prevalent in the Mid
dle East and now just beginning to appear in the
U.S., have thrown a spoke in the wheel of the
lib-min agenda and by themselves could be
enough to nullify the goal of our final eclipse.
No matter what the media state, no matter
what the polls say, people are running scared,
at least whites are, and are severely limiting
their sexual contacts. The effect of those incur
able sexually transmitted diseases, plus the ever
increasing understanding by white women of
the damages caused by all forms of birth con
trol, is causing an agonizing reappraisal on the
part of whites toward the whole notion of sex
ual freedom. The end result will be that whites
will gravitate toward that which they perceive
to be safest, which is their own kind. This, I
believe, is the real reason behind the hysterical
media reaction to AIDS and the effort to down
play its seriousness. It is still treated as a sexual
behavior and hygiene issue, when the real issue
is media loss of control of the minds and beings
of whites everywhere.
264

D One glorious part of aging is that I no longer
have to pretend that I read every (or any) word
in the New York Times!
100

o Instauration might mention sometime Dan
iel Inouye's beholden-ness to the Stalinist boss
of the International Longshoremen's Union,
Harry Bridges, for his Senate seat. Just as l'iI 01'
Harry Truman owed his seat to the gangster,
Pendergast.
921

D Was Ginsburg a set-up? Did Reagan and
Meese know he was going to faill Ginsburg is a
Friedmanite neoconservative rather than a
Helms-Falwell social conservative. Then why
did Jesse push him? Something fishy here.
899

o

Among such Nobel Prize luminaries as Kis
singer, Begin and Tutu was a gentleman by the
name of Egas Moniz (1949 co-winner), who
developed the charming medical technique
known as the prefrontal lobotomy .
606

o

What Instauration has to do is cause the
Majority to lose faith in humanity, which means
to stop believing that aU other races are both
willing and able to put aside their primitive
ways and become de facto Americans. The Jap
anese were dehumanized very successfully dur
ing WWII, even though they, of all nonwhite
peoples, have proven able to out-WASP us in
many ways. The Germans, who are more like \
contemporary Americans than the British, have
magically been transformed into Huns twice.
The Japs and the Krauts have been accepted
back into the human race (for the moment),
whereas the Arabs and Iranians are now the
irredeemable subhumans. Somehow the Fun
damentalist sky-pilots cannot see the obvious
similarities between themselves and the Aya
tullah.
878
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o Organized religion (to me, exploitation of
o

Instauration has noted the bizarre names
which blacks give their ubiquitous young'uns
(June 1982, p. 18). A physician in Montgomery
swears that he had as patients a set of twins in
Jackson (MS) who were called luh-MAHN-juh
low and uh-RAHN-juh-Iow. The two names
sounded typically black, but they were spelled
"Lemonjello" and 1I0rangejello"! Of all the
black names I've come across, the classic is that
of a young black female with the fabulous mon
iker of Fonnica Dinette! I didn't catch her last
name, but it should have been Kitchens. No
matter how well upwardly mobile blacks learn
to mimic white speech, most still change D to T
in words like administration and phrases like
"red (phone) line." In the local K-Mart the call
goes out for someone to pick up the "ret line."
A black recently infonned me that the city "at
ministration" was planning a campaign to re
duce the numbers of II rabit rabbits and ra
coons" in outlying areas.
361

o

The Irangate report, naturally, didn't at
tempt to dig into Jack Anderson's charge in the
Washington Post (Jan. 28, 1987): IIMiliions of
dollars in profits on the Iran-Contra anns deal
are unaccounted for, and some of the money
was diverted to Mossad, the Israeli intelligence
service •.. ."
329

o

I recently moved here from a small town.
Although I read about the minority problem for
many years, this is the first time I have lived in a
large city and been exposed to minority "cul
ture." My neighborhood has the highest con
centration of blacks in the Kansas City area.
When I was shopping for apartments, the one
major factor emphasized by landlords was safe
ty, which is paid for in the fonn of higher rents
and an outrageous security deposit (to keep out
"undesirables"). Although I do not live in the
inner city and am only two miles from the coun
tryside, the stores in my area often have bars on
the windows and are very suspicious when you
pay by check. All the gasoline stations require
prepayment before you pump, and the service
provided by the slothful Negro sales people in
stores makes me wonder how they stay in busi
ness. I need say nothing about the crime rate -
walking or jogging alone at night even along
busy streets is a risky venture. In sum, even a
hardened Instaurationist like myself has been
surprised at the impact minorities have had on
our lives. It's nothing you can really experience
until your \)wn life has been affected by the
consequem::es of forced integration. The most
tragic thing is that it leads me and other white
residents of this country to be angry at blacks -
not at the integrationists of all races who are the
people responsible for this state of affairs. The
racism the pious humanitarians decry will only
end when whites, blacks and other races are
free to decide their own destinies. De-integra
tion and racial separation are the only means to
achieve this freedom.
676

o

If we are being forced to accept members we
don't want in our clubs, how soon will it be -
extrapolating the trend further -- till we are no
longer allowed to sit exclusively with a group of
friends at a restaurant table?
919

o

Here at Rutgers, Asian students are so nu
merous they are no longer classified as a minor
ity group and no longer receive preferential
treatment in obtaining student housing and fi
nancial assistance. In the not too distant future,
when white students are truly a minority group,
I wonder if they will be so classified and receive
such perks as preferential housing and loans. I
think we all know the answer to that one.
089

o

Idone promise' de welfare worker dat I be
gettin' married dis year, after mah 10th
chiI' be born.
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Combat duty will be the acid test for femi
nism. Until there is a wall on the Mall in Wash
ington inscribed with the names of 50,000 wo
men and eight men (reversing the genders of
the Vietnam Memorial) killed in one of our
foreign adventures, feminism will not have
come of age. Maybe the first place to start is the
coming war in the Philippines, where U.S.
stooge Cory Aquino is proving her incompe
tence. I remember asking my own mother what
she did for the troops in WWI. "I knitted muf
flers," she replied. I'm getting my knitting nee
dles ready for action!
550

Christ) is mostly myths, some helpful, others
dangerous. Sanctimonious expediency is a
game played by men of ill will, misleading, de
frauding devout Christians nationwide. The bell
tolls for captive religionists.
830

o

Did our corrupt politicians give a damn
when 80% of the public begged them to imple
ment capital punishment? Did they give a par
ticular hoot when about 80% of all Canadians
and 90% of white Canadians implored them to
halt the alien invasion (for that's what it is) of
this country? Does anyone actually believe this
traitorous gang, which sold out Canada years
ago, is now about to change spots? Do you
actually think these disgusting creatures are
about to heed our wishes and respond posi
tively? Can you imagine these turkeys crossing
their real, hidden bosses to risk the fat pay and
pensions they voted themselves? Have you
never watched them perfonn in their Ottawa
House of Horrors?
Canadian subscriber

o

Instauration is a refreshingly open and ver
satile counterpoint to the amorphous establish
ment that its readers clamor against. Part of the
charm and integrity of the publication is that its
heresies take aim at some of the cheished no
tions of its supporters -- complacency is not to
be the lot of the Instauration reader. The jour
nal provides contact information for many or
ganizations, but confers official blessing on
none. It encourages contact and debate within
the confines of its letter page, but neither fos
ters nor encourages the formation of any In
stauration "groups." This policy of detachment
is meet in view of the singleness of detennina
tion that the production of a quality publication
requires and in view of some of the ridiculous
or even dangerous complications that can arise
from extracurricular entanglements with ele
ments of the right wing. It is with some trepida
tion that one perceives a growing association
between Instauration and the campaign of Da
vid Duke for the presidency. This impression is
based on not one, but several mentions of the
campaign in the publication's pages and the
fact that the campaign offers The Dispossessed
Majority condensed version alone of all the
world's works to those making a contribution of
sOme substance. Admittedly, this is a meager
basis for any clamoring fear and by no means
inappropriate given each party's interests -- and
from one's own minuscule pinnacle of experi
ence one does not presume to lecture the editor
in the ways of politics. No damage has been
done, nor does one seriously expect any. There
is just the lurking feeling that Instauration's
basic policy is a good one and that it should
remain pristine and above the fray -- leave the
vicissitudes of ephemeral politics to others.
Now to confound the editor with this bit of
cheek, Mr. Duke's campaign material makes
some of the right noises, but on the whole
makes for a thin and gaseous gruel. What are
the chances for an incisive interview appearing 
in our favorite monthly wherein the Ducal pol
icies are queried in detail?
750

o Today thousands of blacks in Canada and the
northern states aspire to play world-class hock
ey. To date none has made it. Boxing is raw
strength, animal instinct and savagery. Not the
milieu for an advanced people conditioned to
fight with computers. (Alpine Slavs and South
ern Italians make beHer boxers than Nordics.)
Ice hockey calls for intense and prolonged con
centration. Regretfully, Americans as a whole
do not appreciate the fine points of the game.
Rather, they turn out to see the violence which,
sadly, sells tickets. Accordingly, they deprived
themselves of the recent thrilling Canada Cup
competition. In this incredibly stirring drama,
starring the best from Russia and Canada, hock
ey was at its very finest -- super-fast, dean and
rough. Strategy shifted constantly. Two nations
with their contrasting sports philosophies were
brought down to the final deciding game. Can
ada was lucky enough to come from behind and
win.
Canadian subscriber

o My brother graduated from a Brooklyn high
school, which put out a monthly magazine, one
issue of which had a cartoon consisting of noth
ing but a blank space. The caption read, "Th is is
a picture of an Ethiopian playing Old Black Joe
on the black keys of a mahogany piano." All it
evoked was some chuckles. No screams about
bigotry, race hatred and the like.
113

o The appearance of "Willie" and "Marv"
each month still elicits a yelp of pain from this
reader. There is a solution to the controversy
that would be in the Instauration tradition of
critiquing our own kind and would provide
some relief to anti-cartoon sufferers, yet not
infringe on admirers. Let Instauration induct
into its cartoon gallery an Anglo liKen" or
"Bob," replete with blow-dried fair hair, three
piece suit and briefcase. It being twice as con
structive to pillory our own destructive aHi
tudes than those of other groups, the addition
of Ken would provide a necessary balance. To
those glancing at Instauration for the first time,
it would neutralize the impression given by the
current cartoon duo that the periodical is noth
ing more than a low-brow minority putdown.
Please let us hear from a benighted Ken each
month.
042

o

How would I characterize the students at my
school? Hmmmm! Well, I'd say they are not
very intellectual. A full third of them do not
know the meaning of the word, apartheid -- not
only freshmen but seniors. One thing about
them is that they are white racist to the core, to
the very innermost IiHle recesses of their being.
They dislike blacks with all their souls. What
IiHle racial disdain is left over is for anyone or
anything that has the slightest good thing to say
or do for blacks. A student I was talking to
recently stopped the conversation and would
not proceed until I had substituted the word
"nigger" for "Negro." For these students all the
brainwashing in the world has not made a dent.
It's been water off a duck's back. These students
are also wise to the Jewish problem. They aren't
intellectual and it's tiresome talking to them.
But it's nice to know they're out there.
920

o

My sex is basely used in every ignoble way by
disreputable men. The breach between us is
ever widening. Foolish, foolish women not to
see they are losers. But so many male wimps in
this era are losers, too.
038

o In Canada today the best examples of mute
inertia of the masses are to be found in the
political show trials of James Keegstra and Ernst
Zundel. Both these good and decent men were
convicted and crucified in the controlled media
before they came to trial.
Canadian subscriber

o I look forward to each issue of Instauration
like a child waiting for Santa Claus. Not only am
I reassured that there is a spark of hope for our
race (albeit faint), but your mag provides me
with ammunition for my verbal and wriHen
aHempts to aid the fight for our survival.
601

o

How many of you out there are aware that
about ten years ago the federal courts ruled that
all Jewish prisoners are entitled to kosher food?
Jewish inmates are the only group to get such
special treatment. They have their own kitch
ens, food, cookware and utensils. Much more
money is spent on Jewish prisoners to give them
a higher quality and greater quantity of food.
Jews probably comprise about 3% of the fed
eral prison population and almost 0% of the
state, county and city prisoners (New York City
and State excepted). There are almost no Or
thodox Jews in jail, much less any Jews who
adhere to any kind of kosher diet. Nevertheless,
once in prison, Jews quickly "get religion" and
flock to the kosher kitchen.

o

Not three, but all four of the "white rights"
candidates for the St. Louis School Board were
announced members of Metro South Citizens
Council and they took three (not four) of the
four open seats on the board (coming in first,
second, fourth and fifth out of ten candidates).
Yes, it was a real victory, not a "surprise." The
Citizens Council members in the St. Louis area
knew what they were doing, and it was not their
first such election victory in recent years. I
grant, however, that it may have been a surprise
for the untutored. Many of the active local Citi
zens Councils have now joined with a dynamic
new national organization, the Council of Con
servative Citizens (P.O. Box 9683, St. Louis,
MO 63122), which is reaching out to organize
the millions of Americans who basically agree,
particularly on racial issues. Once recruited,
then the in-depth educational process can be·
gin.
630

o

Is racism so bad? For me, white racism is
simply a part of a good self-image. Academics
and mediacrats say to minorities that a good
sense of ego is healthy; maybe they are trying in
a coded way to promote minority racism. One
can hardly function as a human being without a
good self-image. But part of this positive think
ing, or egoism as one could call it, is one's racial
self-concept.
114

MARV

411

o I'm surprised Instauration doesn't see more
value in the Libertarian Party, especially since
ex-Republican Ron Paul is now its candidate for
President. Sure, libertarians are overly con
cerned with monetary freedoms and never
mention the word race except in the context of
opening up U.S. borders. But stop and think for
a minute. Instaurationists and libertarians both
want a meritocracy rather than the current
mobocracy. In a libertarian government there
would be no preferential minority hiring, no
anti-discrimination laws and no forced busing. I
honestly feel libertarianism would cure 90% of
our racial problems.
101

o

Take the dopiest white you can find -- so
long as he is not simply retarded -- and put him
on an island with the most intelligent black you
can find. The white might be trainable for noth
ing more than janitorial work, a nerd with a
baseball cap down over his ears. It is assumed
he is so backward he has not heard of civil
rights. As for the black, he might be a math
teacher in a leading university. What would
happen to them on the island? Within a month
the black would be cringing along behind the
white, saying, "Yawsuh." But if the white was a
middle-class white! Toud..e! He would then be
following the black around the island.
332

I'll stop worrying about that empty Jewish
Supreme Court seat if Gorbachev will
start filling all those empty Jewish seats
in the Politburo.
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KNUTHAMSUN
INTERVIEWER: And what in your opinion is the tragic
element of our epoch?
CELlNE: Stalingrad. There's catharsis for you. The fall of
StaIingrad was the end of Eu rope. There's been acataclysm.
Its epicenter was Stalingrad. After that, you can say that
white civilization was finished, really washed up.
(Excerpt from an interview with Louis-Ferdinand Celine
in The Paris Review, June 1, 1960')

MONG THE MANY thousands of white intellectu
als and artists imprisoned, executed or hounded
into exile by the Allies' march across Europe in
1945 was one of Norway's most gifted and celebrated
writers, Knut Hamsun. Like Celine and Pound, Hamsun
exercised an immense influence on Western literature, yet
because of his political and racial views he is rarely, if
ever, acknowledged or even mentioned in the literature
departments of America's vast educational system. Al
though a smattering of his work has been printed in English
by mainstream publishing houses, a thorough scouring of
used book sources is usually required to uncover any
copies of what should be available in every bookstore.
Despite his relative obscurity today, the cultural estab
lishment has no doubt about Hamsun's literary achieve
ments. The celebrated Jewish writer, Isaac Bashevis Singer,
lavishes him with praise:

A

The whole modern school of fiction in the twentieth
century stems from Hamsun .... They were all Hamsun's
disciples ... even such American writers as Fitzgerald and
Hemingway.
Hamsun's famous work, Growth of the Soil, earned him
the Nobel Prize in 1920 and has been unabashedly com
pared to the Iliad and Milton's Paradise Lost. H.G. Wells
called it "wholly beautiful" and placed it "among the very
greatest novels I have ever read." Rebecca West said of
Hamsun and Growth:
He is a very great man indeed. From the very first chapter
one knows that here is one of the creators, one of the
Prometheans who have stolen fire from Heaven. He has the
Godlike qualities that belong to the very great, the com
pletest omniscience about human nature ....
Hamsun is usually best remembered for his gliding,
lyrical prose and the graceful, petal-like unfolding of his
characters' inner selves. His love stories, Pan and Victoria,
are among man's most moving and beautiful literary
achievements, complex and delicately woven, yet seem
ingly produced with the simplicity of a single stroke. The
economy and poetry of his writing -- even in translation -
makes his contemporaries' works appear almost turgid and
verbose by comparison. Unlike earlier Western novelists,
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Hamsun gives his characters multi-faceted personalities
that lack the traditional dominant characteristic given
more conventional literary heroes or villains. Andre Gide
suggested that Hamsun was superior to Dostoyevsky.
Thomas Mann wrote that no one was ever more worthy of
the Nobel Prize. Even such disparate authors as Hermann
Hesse, Henry Miller and Boris Pasternak were admirers.
Miller admitted Hamsun was "the author I deliberately
tried to imitate, obviously without success."
Hamsun's climb to the pinnacle of Western literature is
all the more remarkable given the nearly complete lack of
formal education and his enormous personal difficulties.
But his genius was colossal, and his soul hardy and deep.
He was born Knut Petersen in 1859 in the Gubdransdal
valley of central Norway. At age four he and his family
moved north to a farm called Hamsund, from which he
later derived his pen name. Leaving school in his early
teens, he moved to Christiania (now Oslo) when he was
20. For the next ten years he lived in extreme poverty while
dreaming of writing novels. To survive, he sold his physical
labor where he could and saved enough money to visit
America, where he worked on farms and road crews.
When a doctor told Hamsun he had tuberculosis and less
than three months to live, he borrowed from friends and
returned to Christiania to die. Fortunately, his health stead
ily improved, despite the gloomy prognosis, and he began
work on Hunger, his first successful novel (which was not
to be published until much later, in 1890, the year he
turned 31). When fully recovered, he went again to the
United States and worked on farms in North Dakota and as
a streetcar conductor in Chicago. Disillusioned with Amer
ica, in 1888 he left for Copenhagen, where his literary
career began in earnest.
In 1889 he published The Cultural Life of Modern Amer

ica, a book of unflattering insights about the New World
wh ich contrasted sharply with the optimistic, rose-colored
picture painted for Europeans by America's overseas ad
mirers. Hamsun complained that American women had
too much influence, "painting works of art until two
o'clock, reading Uncle Tom's Cabin until six o'clock, and
strolling in the evening until eight." He criticized literary
heroes Walt Whitman ("He can write, of course; but he
cannot feel.") and Ralph Waldo Emerson. He referred to
American Negroes as "black half-apes" and accurately
depicted America's racial dilemma as one in which
[C]ohabitation with the blacks was forced upon the people.
Inhumanity stole them away from Africa where they be
long.

After Modern America and Hunger were published,
Hamsun's literary output continued through the end of
WWII with the publication of more than 20 novels, three
short-story collections, one book of poetry and at least five
plays. Among his most popular books (most available in
Engl ish to persistent second-hand bookstore browsers) are
Mysteries, Pan, Victoria, Under the Autumn Star, A Wan
derer Plays on Muted Strings, Growth of the Soul, The
Women at the Pump and the tri logy, Wayfarers, August and
The Road Leads On.
In 1985, Berkeley Books of New York City decided to
publish two thirds of the above-mentioned trilogy. Wayfar
ers and August came out in a paperback edition under a
two-part single title, Wayfarers. The reader isn't told that
"Part Two" of this edition is actually August or that this
work is part of a trilogy ending with The Road Leads On.
Taking such liberties with the structure of a work of art like
this is analogous to publishing Faust without Act V, or
displaying just two panels of a triptych by Hieronymous
Bosch. Apparently, Road has fallen -- or rather been
shoved -- through the memory hole. Instaurationists will
immediately know why. The Road Leads On was de
scribed as follows by Hamsun's biographer, Robert Fergu
son, in Enigma, the Life of Knut Hamsun.
Lacking in genuine inspiration, the novel subsists on bad
temper, ugly and unconvincing scenes of violence, and
racial slurs on Jews ....

But, Ferguson goes on to admit,
[D]espite the artistic failings of The Road Leads On, the
August trilogy was a sensational success, breaking all sales
records for Gyldendal [Hamsun's publisher] in Norway
between 1927 and 1933.

Hamsun's politics, like the politics of many another
Northern European cultural giant, was at odds with the
Jews. As Ferguson puts it (as if surprised), "Hamsun's fas
cism was a genuinely held political conviction ...." So
was his racialism. As early as the 1890s Hamsun's racial
consciousness was alive and kicking, as evidenced in a
letter to a friend in which he referred to himself as a
"Germanic soul." Hamsun favored a homeland for the
Jews "so that the white races would avoid further mixture
of the blood." He doubted, however, the homeland would

be secured "as long as England and France continue to
annex colonies they have no need of." He described Kon
rad Simonsen's Nordicist book, The Modern Human Type,
as "the most marvellous book I have read in these corrupt
times."
After 1910, according to Ferguson, "All of his novels ...
carry in varying degrees of prominence a political mes
sage: namely that what passes for 'progress' in the modern
world is in actual fact a failed and pretentious experiment
which, by distancing ordinary people from their roots in
the land, corrupts them."
Towards the end of a brief and unhappy first marriage in
1908, Hamsun met in Christiania the love of his life, Miss
Marie Andersen, 26, an actress. She had been selected to
perform in a play of his staged by the National Theatre. At
their first meeting, Hamsun, though usually reserved, was
so enchanted he blurted out, "My God, how beautiful you
are!" Hamsun, a tall, broad-shouldered Nordic with an
intense, sensitive countenance, apparently had a similar
effect on young Marie. Within days they were engaged to
be married.
Their deep feelings for each other are revealed in letters
exchanged during the year they waited for Hamsun's final
divorce decree from his first marriage. In one, Hamsun's
obvious eloquence and affection might explain how he
was able to charm and win Marie so quickly:
God above, how happy you have made me. Just to be
allowed to sit by you and take your hand and look at you is a
joy greater than I have ever known before. These are just
poor stupid words; maybe I'll be able to express myself
better tomorrow. Even then they would only be the same
wretched words. But as time goes by you will find out how
much I love you, now and forever. Thank you, thank you for
all the sweetness you have brought into my life.

Eventually, Knut and Marie settled down on a farm
purchased with royalties from his writings and raised a
family. His books, translated into several languages, in
cluding Russian and German, sold well. The civilization
his works enriched repaid the favor. He was famous and
revered, though he never forgot the poverty and struggle of
h is early years. He often sent money anonymously to strug
gling young writers.
Then came war.
As patriotic Norwegians, Hamsun and his family were
devout in their efforts to protect Norway from English and
Russian designs. In 1940 the Red Army invaded neighbor
ing Finland, and England violated Norway's neutrality
twice, first by attacking a German ship in Norwegian wat
ers, then by mining the fjords. Just as Winston Churchill
was ordering his troops to land in Norway, Hamsun pub
lished in the Norwegian National Socialist newspaper, Fritt
Folk, a plea for help.
The Bear in the East and the Bulldog in the West are lying
in wait for us. We are their prey. The fact is that quite a few
of us live in hope that Germany will protect us ....

On April 9, Norway's government collapsed and the
king and his ministers fled to England, along with the
Jewish president ofthe Storting (Norway's parliament), c.J.
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Hambro. Vidkun Quisling formed a new government with
Eleven days later, the triumphant Allies, with blood and
the help of the Germans, whose army rapidly occupied
snow still spattering their boots, threw his wife and sons
Norway after repulsing an English invasion attempt at Nar
into prison and sent the 86-year-old literary giant to a
vik. From this point forward, the fate of Hamsun's reputa
nuthouse. More than 40,000 other Norwegians were treat
tion in Western Iiterature was sealed. Over the next five
ed similarly, all having been made criminals by the malin
years he wrote some two dozen newspaper articles for
gering government in exile, which in 1944 in London had
which Jews would never forgive him. In many of them he
invented an ex post facto law prohibiting membership in
praised Quisling ("a thinker, a constructive spirit") and
the National Socialist Party after April 1940.
urged patriotic Norwegians to unite. In other pieces he
For 119 days Hamsun was "examined" by the Allies'
merely philosophized:
handpicked psychiatrists to discover just what sort of men
tal aberration might have caused him to commit the trea
sonous act of opposing the Allies' invasion. The psychia
Just as our lands in an earlier time belonged together ...
as we spoke the same language and shared the same basic
trists concluded that even though Hamsun suffered from
needs in life, so a new and rich golden age of culture will
unspecified "permanently impaired mental faculties," he
dawn, based on a Germanic vision of life here in Norway
was fit as a fiddle for trial. In a report to the higher-ups, they
and in Norden. The preconditions are there. This is not
also concluded that Hamsun possessed an unusual capa
prophecy but firm wisdom, an historical intuition. It is a
city to endure the most stressful punishment; that he was
deep consciousness of the known and the unknown, rooted
extremely
sensitive and had great powers of empathy; that
in a brotherhood of blood. We are all Germans.
he was extremely generous and was fanatical and exact in
paying back even the smallest debt. They made a point of
In 1943, Hamsun visited Joseph Goebbels in Berlin and
noting Hamsun's "absolute honesty."
was so moved by the courtesy and warmth with which he
When he was dragged into court, the judges also noticed
was received, he decided to send the fiery propaganda
Hamsun's
steadfastness. Asked to explain his numerous
chief the Nobel Prize medal he had won in 1920.
newspaper articles during the war, he replied:
To the Minister of the Reich, Dr. Goebbels,
[M]y articles are there for anyone to see. I make no
I wish to thank you for all the kindness you showed to me
attempt to slight them, to make them less than they are ....
on my recent trip to Germany. I cannot thank you enough.
On the contrary, I stand behind them now as before and as I
Nobel founded his Award as a reward for the most "idealis
always have. .. [Ilt is said now that I was betraying my
tic" writing during the recent past. I know of no one,
country. I was a traitor, it is said. Never mind. But I did not
Minister, who has so idealistically and tirelessly written and
feel it to be so at the time, did not deem it to be so, nor do I
preached the case for Europe, and for mankind, year in and
deem it to be so today. I am at peace with myself, my
year out, as yourself. Forgive me for sending you my medal.
conscience is completely clear.
It is quite a useless thing for you, but I have nothing else to
send.

After the court had politely listened, it concluded there
Goebbels politely declined to accept the medal if it was
was insufficient evidence that Hamsun was actually a
meant to honor him solely for his own endeavors in peace
member of the National Socialist Party, but confiscated his
and war. "I see it rather as an expression of your solidarity
wealth, thereby consigning him to abject poverty for the
with our battle for a new Europe, and a happy society," he
rest of his life.
replied.
During the bitter cold night of February 19, 1952, Knut
Hamsun, 93, died in his sleep, dressed in rags, all but
Nineteen forty-three was the year of Stalingrad, and
forgotten.
white civilization teetered on the brink. Two years later
Europe's armies lay in slaughtered pieces across the land
r()..-,()..-,()..-,()..-,().....(~().....().....(~()~
scape, some of its finest cities in flames, and its people
o
,
thrown into the abyss of starvation and misery as the Rus
,
Ponderable
Quote
0
sians ravaged Berlin. Jews had reason to celebrate: Hitler
was dead. In Norway, Knut Hamsun penned his last news
paper article, an obituary, which appeared in the Aften
e
The type of Jew who won't marry anybody but another ,
posten (May 7, 1945):
Jew doesn't exist here (in Hungary). I married a gentile. .. e

I

I

and my two sons married gentiles. We're not ashamed of
ADOLF HITLER
e being Jewish, but I'm personally happy there have been so
by Knut Hamsun
,
I am not worthy to speak his name out loud. Nor do his
e'
=y
life and his deeds warrant any kind of sentimental discus
much humiliation that I don't want my children to ever
sion. He was a warrior, a warrior for mankind, and a
e have to experience that. Through intermarriage, we will
prophet of the gospel of justice for all nations. His was a
,
be cleansed of our Jewish blood. In a couple of generareforming nature of the highest order, and his fate was to
o
tions, there won't be a trace of it.
'
arise in a time of unparalleled barbarism which finally
felled him. Thus might the average Western European re
,
Lilly, a Hungarian Jewess,
gard Adolf Hitler. We, his closest supporters, now bow our
This
World, Oct. ll, 1987
heads at his death.
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IDENTICAL TWINS
NO LONGER IDENTICAL
BIGAIL VAN BUREN (Pauline Esther Friedman)
and Ann Landers (Esther Pauline Friedman) being
identical twins, it was hard to tell who was who
when they were young. Today it is easy. What with their
derriere tucks, thigh slims, eye and face lifts and other
monkeyings around with their original physiques, few of
the sisters' exposed body parts remain as nature intended.
The biggest difference is their nostrility. Ann had her nose
bobbed. Abby left hers untouched because her husband,
millionaire Morton Phillips (liquor, pressure cookers, milit
ary hardware) prefers it long, pendulous and Jewish.

A

Abby and Ann. Note the nasal difference.
The combined worldwide circulation of the Abby and
Ann columns is approximately 200 million, which means a
lot of people have received a lot of advice -- good, bad and
perverse -- from two college dropouts whose own private
lives have been nothing to brag about. Ann herself has
been divorced, after assuring her readers for years that her
marriage was made in heaven. Abby's two children, Eddie
and jeannie, have both been divorced and the latter spent
five years on a psychoanalyst's couch. Jeannie's second
marriage was to radical lawyer Luke McKissack, the friend
and protector of Black Panthers. The best man at the wed
ding had "a foot-wide Afro."
Both Abby and Ann claim to receive some 15,000 letters
a week. If so, it seems strange that, without notifying their
readers or their newspaper syndicates, they both have
reprinted -- with slight modifications -- letters they had
published a decade or so before. Almost any other colum
nist in the land would have been fired for such chicanery.
Unabashed, they continued to pump out their quippish
responses to notes from the lovelorn -- a rat-a-tat-tat of stuff
and nonsense that grew more political, more leftist, more
equal itarian and more Jewish as tempus fugit.

That Abby has almost as many shoes as Imelda Marcos
didn't dampen her repetitive compassion for the poor and
downtrodden. That Ann told her daughter, Margo, a Bran
deis student, to date only jews, did not stop her from
counting and recounting the horrors of racism. While Abby
was decrying and denouncing the Vietnam War, her hus
band's company, National Presto Inc., was producing 105
mm. shells to keep the conflict boiling. Later, the firm was
accused of making $11 million in excess profits out of its
defense contracts. Ronald Reagan's Department of justice
gave Mort the withheld money and paid him interest on it.
Ann's entry into the political big time was smoothed by
Hubert Humphrey. Whenever she needed some serious
legal advice, she'd call up Supreme Court justice William
Douglas. Ann's first column appeared in the Chicago Sun
Times in 1955 (it had been started 13 years earlier by the
original "Ann Landers," a Gentile). The first Dear Abby
column appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle in 1956.
From then on the competition between the twins was fierce
and bitchy, including a ten-year stretch of cold and total
"no speak."
No one but people of taste and intelligence can argue
that the Friedman twins don't have it made. Both are
multimillionairesses and, in the case of Abby, her husband
is even richer than his wife. The sisters have had a private
audience with the Pope. They have spent a weekend at
Walter Annenberg's Palm Springs dream palace. They
have attended White House dinners and are honored
guests at Israeli fundraisers. Close friends include such
high candle-power celebrities as ex-Senator Birch Bayh,
Senator Mark Hatfield, Walter Cronkite and Art Buchwald,
not to mention Rosalynn Carter. They were among the
loudest supporters of the ERA and the loudest opponents of
Anita Bryant, the gun lobby and jerry Falwell. Talking up
sex at the drop of her chapeau, Ann once posed this
question in her annual teenage survey: "Even though you
are straight, would you like to go kinky to see what it's
like?" The glow of the two Miss Lonely Hearts became
positively sunlike when Armand Hammer personally de
livered one of Ann's anti-nuke columns to Leonid Brezh
nev.
Instaurationists who wish to learn more about the life
and Iifestyles of Friedman & Friedman are referred to Dear
Ann, Dear Abby by jan Pottker and Bob Speziale (Dodd,
Mead, 1987).

Ponderable Quote
It is characteristic of politicians to be frightened of every
possible slight against minority groups.

Former u. s. Senator S. I. Hayakawa
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The Bicentennial of the Constitution Is History
-- What Was There to Celebrate?

A

GOOD ARGUMENT could be made that "Hon
est" Abe Lincoln and his Union Army overthrew
the Constitution. The issue of whether states could
leave the union was settled on the battlefield, not in the
courtrooms.
Most businessmen who enter a partnership are careful to
draft into their agreement provisions for termination. The
fact that this was not placed into the Constitution indicates
that it was a poorly conceived document, not a work of
genius. This is not a minor oversight, but a major and
glaring omission. More Americans died for this error than
for any other federal folly.
The states were supposed to be "sovereign," but re
tained none of the key powers that constitute sovereignty.
They cou Id not control the flow of either people or goods
across their borders. Their powers to issue money were
limited compared with those of the federal government
and now are nonexistent.
To pretend that any part of the judiciary is "indepen
dent" has got to be the biggest joke ever. Independent?
From what? Judges are appointed and approved by party
politicians and paid out of funds appropriated by same.
This is the definition of an employee, not an independent
person.
Lincoln's coup d'etat could have been reversed by later
military or political action. But the two-party system has
pervaded every level of society from local to national and
cou Id not be removed or reformed without destroying the
whole governmental apparatus.
One person, one vote, has become the law of the land,
partly by judicial fiat. Derided by many Founding Fathers
as "mob rule," it has the simple logic of arithmetic behind
it and little else. If only intelligent or wealthy people can
vote, won't they exploit the dull or the poor? It would be
foolish to think otherwise. So if everybody can vote, no
body exploits anybody, right? Wrong. Completely wrong!
When every last citizen who can breathe can vote, the role
of exploiter is transferred from the former privileged class
to a new one: those who can manipulate the minds of the
du II-witted masses.
Tremendous power has been transferred to the media
and the educational establishment. Since most people can
not think or reason, even many who do fairly well on IQ or
other standardized tests, there is great influence to be
gained by those who tell them what to memorize.
The Constitution attempted to limit the ability of the
President to start wars -- a wise, legal provision that has
been successfully undermined by political maneuvers that
shou Id have fooled no one. Fort Sumter establ ished a great
tradition in American politics. The trick of getting the U.S.
into a war is to force the other side into firing the first shot.
The shift to the left in American politics engineered by
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the ruling class is no result of any ideological conviction.
For one thing, this helps to maintain the illusion of a
pol itical debate. The Left needs the "rich and powerful" for
a scapegoat. Otherwise, the Soviets and Chinese are stuck
with the embarrassing truth that socialism doesn't work.
Since the demise of the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr.,
the "civil rights movement" has degenerated into an Es
tablishment weapon against the middle class. Today black
Americans seek self-determination through the uncoordi
nated efforts of a million daily actions that thwart the
system. King proved to be more useful to the ruling elite as
a dead hero than as an active and independent leader.
Millions of people have visited the National Archives in
Washington to see the mummified remains of the Constitu
tion, sealed in inert gases. Like the corpse of Lenin, the
entombed document is the source of legitimacy for a multi
national empire. Ours tries to unite a multitude of diverse
peoples under the rubric, "American," just as Moscow
does under the "Soviet" designation.
America is governed through the IRS, as Russia is ruled
through the KGB. The IRS is distinctively American as a
"money police/' whereas the KGB is a more conventional
brutal secret police. Money is the way Americans relate to
one another and to other peoples and, in fact, to everything
in the universe. Money is the measure of all things and is
betterthan anything else because it has perfect liquidity. So
the income tax was enshrined in the XVI Amendment not
merely to raise revenue, but to give the government control
over the only thing that counts: the flow of money. All
major transactions of every kind are now recorded instant
lyon IRS computers. The country is wired from border to
border and coast to coast.
There are some real limits to government power, other
than the paranoia of the media. For one thing, there are the
"gun nuts." They are a little bit crazy, impossible to con
trol, and otherwise utterly undependable in every way, but
at least the politicians fear them. Sometimes a few of them
go berserk and try to start a revolution, only to meet with
total apathy and disdain.
A more substantial threat to the system is the growing
number of ethnic enclaves. After WWII blacks were used
as shock troops to break up the white ethnic neighbor
hoods in the big cities. This also helped some of the politi
cians' supporters sell automobiles and suburban houses.
But the blacks set about establishing really impenetrable
city-states. In many areas a numberofHispanics have done
the same. These people have thwarted the rule-by-money
scheme, because they have little income.
The government has tried to smash the black city-states
through a number of "civil rights" laws and policies. The
goal was to disperse blacks throughout the country, there
by eliminating their political power and independence.

This has largely failed. Blacks are taking over major juris
dictions, including some of the old Democratic political
machines. What the black city-states lack is economic
self-sufficiency, so their situation is ironically like that of
the Bantustans in South Africa.
Many "civil" rights and other "rights" that could not be
pushed through Congress were accomplished by judicial
fiats. In previous generations the interstate commerce
clause in the Constitution had been abused to the point of
absurdity to extend federal power. With Earl Warren and
some other judges, it was "no holds barred." Logic and
consistency went totally out the door, yet somehow the
myth of constitutional government has survived.
Actually, the Constitution was effective for about as long
as the Founding Fathers expected, say 70 years. What they
did not anticipate, however, was that it would degenerate
into an empty facade used to cover a reality of intrigue,
conspiracy and corruption. Selective prosecution has be
come a way of life in America. People at all levels, from the
poor house to the White House, are targeted for exposure,
investigation and arrest for purely pol itical or ideological
ends. A Nixon can be driven from office for a relatively
minor offense; those with blood on their hands are hon
ored.
The Constitution has survived as a symbol, not as a
functioning law, for one good reason. The alternative is
pure chaos. As a collection of individuals whose common
bonds are purely legal and monetary, Americans would be
totally lost without laws and regulations and, especially,
without acceptable currency. The illusion of the coinage
system has been preserved, despite a precipitous drop in
the value and hence usefulness of the coins. Constitutional

government survives as a sham, just as the quarters, copper
clad with layers of white cupro-nickel alloy, look superfi
cially I ike the si Iver coins of 1964 and before. The real
value is long gone.
The only lesson here is that all institutions are of very
limited value. All that counts in the world is personal
integrity. No system can be devised that will make people
better than they want to be.
The dollar is now the ultimate cement of American
society. In 1944 more than half the world was brought
under the direct control of American money power. U.S.
currency became the international medium of exchange,
used and desired even by the Soviet bloc. Has this power
been used wisely?
The cost of ruling the world and keeping its citizenry
content has proved too great for the American money
empire. The banking crisis, the federal deficit and the
balance of payments problems are not the results of recent
bad luck, but the inevitable consequences of total misman
agement by both government and the private sector. There
is only one solution to the resulting money problem -- most
of the debt must be defaulted or repudiated. Raising taxes
enough to balance the budget, let alone payoff the debt,
would shut down the economy almost totally. When you
run a country long enough like a banana republic, it be
comes a banana republ ic.
Americans are ill prepared for the collapse of the dollar
and the suspension of constitutional rights. The U.S. was
the world's most stable country for many years. It has been
able to get by on bluff as the stability melted away.
Preparing for the future means learning to cope with
instability. The less you have to rely on government, the
better off you will be. (Ask any vendor who sells to Uncle
Sam or an academic who applies for grants.)
Ask for your "constitutional rights" only as a last resort
when every other strategy has fai led. Guarantees of all sorts
from governments are never honored during times of crisis,
the one time they are really needed.

This article, slightly edited and partially condensed, was
published in Critical Factors (Oct. 1987), a frank, uncen
sored, unfearing monthly analysis of financial, economic
and political events in America and elsewhere. It special
izes In offering constructive alternatives an individual
should adopt to survive the negative slide into leftist au
thoritarianism. Subscription is $125 a year (12 newsletters
plus irregular bulletins). Write Critical Factors, P.O. Box
3639, Gaithersburg, MD 20878-0639.
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A British tax collector is tarred and feathered while the Boston
Tea Party proceeds in the background.

Ponderable Quote
If Adolf Hitler had never been born, our Iecte" to [he
editor column would be empty. Few correspondents can
write about any topic, from Ronald Reagan to the local
planning commission, without invoking the Third Reich .
Joanne Jocobs, columnisr,
San Jose Mercury-News
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FOUR-STAR SATIRE
ANT TO KNOW what life in New York City is
like these days? Go not to Zoo City. Read not
about the latest pecu lations of the corrupt Jewish
plutocrats and pols that run the town. Gasp not and gulp
not at the gold-plated yuppies and their corporate raider
bosses on Wall Street.
No need for any of that eyestrain or physical exertion. All
you have to do is pick up a copy of Thomas Kennerly (Tom)
Wolfe Jr.'s Manhattan-trashing bestseller, The Bonfire of
the Vanities. The reviewers call it the author's first novel.
That mayor may not be. To the average reader, however, it
is a magisterial study of the mean manners and mortifying
mores of a once great city now sinking into a racial morass.
Almost no typical Zoo City denizen is left out: the ob
scenely rich Jew with the itchy South Carolina mistress, the
millionaire WASP bond salesman who dives from the
heights to the depths when he runs afoul of a sharp black
preacher, a sharper bunch of Jewish judges, district at
torneys and landlords. Wolfe indulges in none of the racial
pandering that usually accompanies any objective portray
al of minority members. A bad Jewish or Negro character is
not balanced by a saint-like Jew or black. Almost everyone,
except an Irish cop or two, is bad, bad, bad.
The plot, tricky as it is, unravels hitchlessly. A material
istically minded WASP who thinks he is the height of
respectability and believes he is safely insulated from the
megalopolitan riffraff takes the wrong freeway exit. He, his
part-time mistress ' and his Mercedes end up in a Harlem
no-man's land, where he is stopped by two Negroes. The
white couple drives off in panic, inadvertently running
down one of the blacks. Relentlessly and suspensefully, the
New York City establishment zeros in on the culprit, strips
him of his job and his unaffordable Park Avenue apart
ment, shakes up his marriage and makes him a pathetic cog
in the crooked criminal justice system -- in short, ruins his
whole gl itzy existence.
One of the main agents of the undoing of Wolfe's anti
hero is a corrupt British hack writer who is trying to score
points with a sensation-mongering Jewish press lord by
following leads provided him by a left-wing Jewish press
agent. The characters are perfectly drawn, as are the court
house and prison scenes, the cocktail parties and the cyni
cal political and financial machinations involved at every
level of the narrative.
The first issue of Instauration (Dec. 1975) reviewed The
Painted Word, Wolfe's sardonic putdown of the racket
known as modern art. A few years later he celebrated the
astronauts in The Right Stuff. Still later he took on the box
builders of modern architecture (From Bauhaus to Our
House). With Bonfire of the Vanities he becomes a social
historian, who tells us more about New York and New
Yorkers in the late 20th century than 10,000 issues of the
New York Times.

W
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Wolfe, a Virgin
ian by bi rth and a
Yale Ph.D., man
aged to get away
with his sweeping
attack on the New
York
establish
ment, perhaps be
cause he himself,
the clothes-horse
owner of a mil
lion-dollar dwel
ling, is now a
member of it and
is
married
to
someone with a
Jewish name. The
mixed match may
have a positive
side. Only an in
- - - - - sider cou Id write
Tom Wolfe
so authoritatively
and accurately about the Zoo City scene. Wolfe's fiction is
fact -- all fact -- from page 1 to page 659.
Savonarola lit the first bonfire of vanities back in 15th
century Florence when the fanatic preacher believed la
dolce vita was getting out of hand. Whereas Savonarola
consigned the Florentine vanities (the useless luxuries of a
corrupt lifestyle) to a public burning, Wolfe relies on the
crackling flames of words to reduce to cinders the suffocat
ing materialism and crass animalism which are the vanities
of his day.
He succeeds admirably. If nothing else, his emetic but
utterly convincing depiction of what is going on in the
world's most repulsive city may force other writers to come
down to earth and start filling their novels and short stories
with the awful truth about what Wolfe, in a previous work,
called "cultureburg" and which sane Majority members
would never call "Our Town."
Although there's a laugh on practically every page, the
underlying tragic theme is not merely the decline of the
WASP, but the humiliating end ofthe WASP. Caught up in
a hostile and alien genetic milieu, the WASP is a sorry
creature when he tries desperately to beat his enemies at
their own game, when he tries to become what he isn't,
when all his good qualities evaporate and all his bad
qualities take center stage. Repeated a million times
throughout the land, inside and outside Zoo City, the
WASP's downfall is high tragedy that often comes off as
low comedy. With incredible literary finesse Tom Wolfe,
the Juvenal of our times, steers a middle course between
the two extremes that strikes just the right note.

THE SIEGE OF
SOUTH AFRICA (IV)

A

s INSTAURATIONISTS know, there has been a General

Election in South Africa which has shown a marked
swing to the right. No one ever questioned thatthe ruling
National party would win the election; in fact, it took 123 of the
166 seats. The upset was that the Progressive Federal Party lost six
seats, keeping only 19, and was replaced as the official opposition
party by the Conservative Party headed by Dr. Andries Treur
nicht. The Conservatives gained five seats to win 22, the first time
there has been a right-wing or Afrikaner opposition. The 22 seats
actually outnumbered the combined leftist seat count of 21, if the
one seat of the New Republican Party and an independent seat are
included. Moreover, as Dr. Treurnicht pointed out in the House of
Assembly, while the election produced 1,075,000 votes for the
National Party, the Conservative Party garnered 550,000 votes,
wh ich presented a very different picture from that ofthe number of
seats gained. It is estimated also that the right could have gained
another ten seats or so ifthe Conservatives had combi ned with the
Herstigte Nasionale Party under Mr. Jaap Marais, which won no
seats, but did win a sizable number of ballots.
The Conservative Party stands for outright and unmixed white
ru Ie, as in the days of the late assassinated Prime Minister Ver
woerd. It rightly believes anything else will soon prove fatal. To
properly assess the political potential of the Conservative Party it
has to be realized that it is only three years old, has no money or
media support and little professional organization
rather like
Mr. Smith's Rhodesia Front Party when it came to power in what is
now Zimbabwe. It is qu ite certain that the PFP is a party of the past.
It was helped on its way, incidentally, by photographs of Mrs.
Suzman embracing Winnie Mandela, and by the typically Jewish
promise that if her party came to power it would remove the ban
on Communists. In return, PFP-supporting newspapers, whose
job is to incite nonwhites to revolt and reduce whites to gloom
and despair in the face of a host of gibbering racial spectres,
showed the usual photographs of Dr. Treurnicht snarling, or
rather the same snarling photograph over and over again. When
his party dislodged the PFP, the Cape Times displayed a big
front -page color photograph of the Conservative leader with com
pletely bloodshot eyes. Most voters in South Africa are so naive
they don't yet realize that photographs can be "fixed" according
to taste.
What the election results demonstrate is that large numbers of
Afrikaner Nationalists have gone over to the Conservative Party
and that their place in the National Party has been taken by large
numbers of English-speaking South Africans. The voting shift also
showed that people in this country want security and Apartheid
instead of the turmoil caused by reform from the inside and
American pressure from the outside. P.W. Botha has been watch
ing this drift to the right for some time now, and in his pre-eJection
speeches he was largely concerned with reassuring the "drifters."
This is something the foreign press and politicians have not under
stood. Treurnicht had openly warned President Botha that if he
shou Id bri ng blacks into Pari iament his strongest resistance wou Id
come from his own people. "We warn him, don't do it," the

Conservative leader told a packed meeting in East London.
The press bel ieves that Botha, because of the present trend, has
swung his party strongly to the right and as a result has become its
captive. (The press should be reminded that the NP was always
meant to be a party of the right.) Although Treurnicht has correctly
stated that the policy of the modern National Party is character
ized by deception and stealth, President Botha intends going on
with his reforms. Treurnicht has also pointed out that, if South
Africa continues on the road of power-sharing, then the country is
on the way to becoming a Third World state. It was for this reason,
Treurnicht said, that many foreigners had lost confidence and
were withdrawing their investments. They feared black control.
Apartheid has now been swept away except for the Group
Areas Act, which is its very linchpin. On this subject, P.W. Botha
has been decidedly equivocal, saying one day that the Act must
remain and the next day that it is not a "holy cow" -- by which he
means a sacred cow. His ministers, however, are more apt than he
is to let the cow out of the barn. Dr. Dawie de Villiers, minister of
the Budget and Welfare, repeated that the Act was not a "holy
cow" and that it would have to be revised. Nor does Foreign
Minister Pik Botha care for Apartheid, saying, "I am not prepared
to make war for Apartheid and I am not prepared to sacrifice my
fatherland for pure, naked, nasty racism!" This means that he is
violently opposed to everything the National Party has ever stood
for and that since he is sailing under false colors he should be a
member of the PFP. Pik Botha has also told whites that they Iive far
too well and pleasantly, adding that this is unfair to the blacks,
who also contribute to the economy. Of Nelson Mandela, he said,
"A martyr is far more dangerous than a fanatic." Since moderate
black leaders will not negotiate with the government for a new
constitution unless Mandela is freed, "He should be made to face
the scrutiny of the press," meaning that the professional terrorist
should be set free whether he renounces violence or not. He
added for good measure that people who did not support the
government's reforms should leave South Africa and find a coun
try where there was "white domination" [sic]. On a more holy
note, he reminded us that we are, after all, God's creatures, a
statement that must certainly include chimpanzees as well.
Childish words such as these bring to mi.nd General Constand
Viljoen, who was forced to retire from the army for having de
scribed Pik Botha as a traitor. Viljoen's punishment was quite
unfair because no one can be blamed these days for being unable
to distinguish between a South African traitor and a South African
liberal. The terms have become synonymous. As for the "mod
erate" blacks that liberals and Nationalists such as Pik Botha keep
going on about, the libs and Nats must surely know, if they were
born and bred anywhere on this continent, that a black is a
moderate only when he lacks the power to be otherwise. This also
applies to the famous "moderate" Chief Mangosutho Buthelezi,
who modestly told Americans in San Francisco that if he used his
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"vast power to back violent revolution, it would tear South Africa
apart." On more sane occasions, however, he agrees with King
Goodwill Zwelithini ofthe Zulus, who detests Anglican and Cath
01 ic political priests, that whites are too strong to be fought mil itar
ily. (Buthelezi's key adviser, by the way, is Mr. Rowley Arenstein,
who was struck off the roll of attorneys because of a law which
prohibited Communists from practicing.)
Regardless of Pik Botha's wishes, South Africa is still a white
dominated country. The question is what motivates the National
ist politicians in their resolve to "share" power? Perhaps Mr. P. du
Plessis, the minister of Manpower and Public Works, stated it best
when he said that if white South Africans (they are not just South
Africans any more, be it noted) were not prepared to share the
country's wealth and prosperity they would lose everything, just
as the Tsarists had lost everything in Russia. He evidently believes
that the Russian Revolution was the work of Russians. He clearly is
unaware that the Tsars had been pressing for great reforms in
Russia for 50 years before the revolution took place, and that it
was these reforms, coupled with disastrous military defeats at the
hands of the japanese in 1904-5 and the Germans in WWI, which
really undid Tsarism. In the same context, I call attention to the
reformist sultan, Selim of Turkey, whose New Order, based on the
French Revolution and by which he tried to modernize his savage
country, cost him his life at the hands of the janissaries in 1807,
who threw him from the top of a tower. Aside from such examples
of the dangers of reform, Mr. du Plessis must remember the Shah
of Iran and his American-prompted reforms, which caused his
fanatical people to rise up against him and chase him from the
country. (On second thought, he was probably foredoomed be
cause he dared style himself the King of the Aryans.)
Conversely, let Mr. du Plessis consider the non-reforming civili
zations that lasted, historically speaking, for all time, such as the
Mesopotamian, Egyptian and Chinese. These regimes gave their
people a sense of permanence and belonging, with everything
mapped out for them so that simple folk did not need to think or
struggle for a living and revolution never entered their heads. With
"the laws of the Persians and the Medes, which change not," the
people knew where they stood. All they had to do was produce
food or follow their trades and obey and even worship their
fair-skinned rulers. Similarly, whereas the mighty Roman Empire
perished with reform, the unchanging Eastern Roman Empire,
though far less powerful than the Western, lasted a thousand
years, and the gold solidus, the coin later known as the bezant,
held its value for seven centuries history's most stable currency.
And let us not forget the Catholic Church or the jews. Have they
lasted through the ages because they were constantly reforming
and changing? Today we live in an age of liberal uproar, of
constant change. The liberals, whose god would be Heraclitus if it
weren't for Karl Marx, are political Whirling Dervishes and their
media are Howling Dervishes. They rule the West, which is why
South Africa has started whirling too.
To put it bluntly, there is no good reason why South Africa
should change in any way, and every reason why it should not.
Apartheid is not a problem; it is the solution to a problem. Its
supposed horrors are nothing compared with the very real horrors
of racial integration. Yet the National Party government has never,
since the time of Verwoerd, defended Apartheid; it only promises
to abolish it. The NP's carefully selected leftist ambassadors over
seas have only been sent out to apologize for it, not to uphold it, so
they lose out in every debate. Played skillfully, Apartheid would
give them a very strong hand, full of aces and trumps. It is notthat
they actually misplay it, butthatthey refuse to play it at all, though
anyone with an iota of brains must know that South Africa cannot
survive without it. In fact, the white race cannot survive anywhere
in the world unless it dominates, though the only other whites
who are aware of this are the Russians, who have the yellow
myriads at their back. The National Party government not only
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desires to abolish Apartheid, but wants to abolish white rule
altogether. If power is to be shared, who will make the decisions
and rule? Can anyone believe that "guaranteed minority rights"
will be guaranteed? Can anyone imagine the Americans rushing
to the aid of an oppressed white minority? And what madness is it
even to consider accepting the rule of the most incompetent race
on earth? "It's their numbers" people commonly say. But num
bers of what? Necklaces?
The South African armed forces are immensely powerful, well
organized and well led. They are far superior to any other army in
Africa. Does the government intend that instead of hitting back,
the soldiers should hand over all their arms to the blacks? For
surely this is what black rule would entail. The government does
indeed restrain the armed forces from obtaining outright victories
over such enemies as SWAPO in Namibia and from destroying the
main ANC bases in Zambia. The government believes in fighting
no-win wars, just like the Americans in Korea and Vietnam. It was
the same with the Rhodesians, who even stopped their army from
striking at enemy bases in Mozambique for fear it would cause a
world outcry. Where is Rhodesia now?
It should be understood that the combined African and Western
war against South Africa (sanctions are a form of war) is not a
political war but a racial war, a war against the white race. This is
shown clearly enough by the fact that very few words of concern
for the fate of the whites in South Africa has been voiced, least of
all in the West itself. This means that there is no political solution
to the situation. The blacks are not fighting for their rights. They are
fighting purely for power, and no doubt they have American
assurances that they will get it. But South Africans should recog
nize they have little to worry about, apart from their ruling politi
cians. Not only is there no internal African threat worth mention
i ng, but there is not much of an external threat either. South Africa
is not the Falkland Islands. Not only Europe but America can be
ruled out as constituting a military threat. Given the racial con
stitution of South African cities, America would never be allowed
by its rulers to bomb them. Nor should it ever be forgotten that
South Africa, in Lord Chalfont's words, "is for all practical pur
poses a nuclear power." It was not for nothing that Mr. Vorster
said years ago that if South Africa ever found herself with her back
to the wall, she would unleash utter devastation. Nevertheless, in
view of America's unrelenting hostility, it is necessary for South
Africa's safety and well-being that American influence in the
country should be finally eliminated.
If it came to it, South Africa could enter into an agreement with
Russia, declaring herself neutral and no longer leaning to the
West. The Russians, to be sure, have always played as sordid a
diplomatic game as the Western nations, but they are not race
mixers and do not go on their knees to blacks. In fact, they are
strong believers in Apartheid. It is not widely known to South
Africans that General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev suggested to a
group of American congressmen that the United States solve its
race problem by setting up separate states for blacks, Puerto
Ricans and other minorities. This, he explained, is whatthe Soviet
Union does for its largest and most distinct nationality groups,
giving them either their own republics or their own regions.
There is still time to put a stop to the suicidal rot that has set in.
Establishing power sharing or even black representation on some
kind of sub-parliamentary council will take plenty of time. Which
blacks do you talk to? Who are the black leaders? How do you get
the tribes to cooperate with one another? Taking into account
cultural differences, relative numbers, conflicting interests and
divergent political objectives, how do you go about forging a
single political system in South Africa? The question is not, as the
West insists, how democracy can exist in South Africa if blacks are
excluded, but how it can exist if blacks are included.
There is time to spare but none to waste. As matters stand I
repose my faith in the military. I cannot conceive our officers and

men will ever surrender their arms to blacks under any circum
stances. I have always liked the uncomplicated and forthright
soldier. For this reason I wish to quote Brigadier Theunis Swane
poel, who stood for the Conservative Party in the last election and
deliberately chose to run against Pik Botha. He lost because South
African voters are as incapable as any others in their inability to
think for themselves. They are guided by names and labels, not by
issues. Like purblind pedestrians, they can never see the bus
coming until it runs over them.
Questioned by the press shortly before the elections on why he
had decided to enter pol itics after almost four years of comfortable
retirement, the brigadier replied that his motives were anything
but financial.
I have always been a politician on the battlefield but politicians
in Parliament stopped me from what I should have done. They
prevented me from wiping out SWAPO and the ANC, and if I can
get into Parliament I will once again give the security forces the
power to do what they were trained for ....
If the government goes on like this, South Africa will be under
Marxist rule within five years. I know what I am talking about. The
government is not serious about exterminating the Communists.
What sort of a democracy is this? We have the world's best security
forces and all I ask is to remove the chains from them so that we
can give the terrorists one deadly blow.

Brigadier Swanepoel went on:
I do not agree with the National Party's idea of reform. I do not
think Nelson Mandela should ever see the outside of Pollsmoor. I
would like to clean up some of our neighboring states. I think the
UDF, AZAPO and the whole lot must be jailed.

He had a simple answer to the question of dealing with the
ANC:
I don't talk to the ANC except over the barrel of a gun. If I cannot
destroy them, I'll chase all the little men like Oliver Tambo and Joe
Siovo right back to Moscow. I have broken the likes of Bram
Fischer, Goldreich, Wolpe -- you name them. And for Joe Siovo, I
have this message: "You have tried to el iminate me in the past, but
your henchmen never survived to report back to you. This will
happen again in the future, should you have any similar ideas."
We have fought with silk gloves for too long now and terrorists
outside our borders must be hunted and treated like wild animals
.... Law and order can only be restored by untying the hands of
the security forces. Some of the best leaders in this country are in
command of the security forces. Politicians should allow them to
make their own decisions and do their jobs properly.

It is always refreshing to hear a.!!!.2!! talking.

Inmate Contradicts Rape Figures
Instauration's article about homosexual
rape in prison (june 1987) made six points:
1. More men than women are raped
each year in the U.S.
2. 26,000 men are raped daily in U.s.
prisons.
3. Both the raped and the rapists are
overwhelmingly heterosexual, since rape
has more to do with aggression than sex.
4. Only one in 10 raped prisoners reports
the crime.
5. One in five prisoners are raped while
in prison.
6. There are an estimated 175,000 sex
slaves in U.s. prisons.

I am a 35-year-old WASP who has spent
more than a dozen years behind bars. Since
I am what prison regimes deem a disciplin
ary problem, I have been transferred to a
dozen different state and federal prisons. I
can honestly state that in all the years and in
all the prisons I have been in, I have direct
knowledge of on Iy three cases of homosex
ual rape. I have never heard of a white
prisoner raping anyone. The rapist is al
ways a Negro or an Hispanic. Of the three
prison rapes I know of, the victims were,
respectively, white, Hispanic and Negro.
When people think of homosexuals, they
usually think of effeminate men or drag
queens, the kind that play the female role in
a homosexual relationship. In a prison pop
ulation of 1,000 you may find 20 or 30
queens and possibly an equal number of

closet queens. All races are proportionately
represented in these categories.
We are told that many of the men who
chase after the queens are heterosexuals
who are forced by the male prison environ
ment to consort with homosexuals for sex
ual gratification. Men that consort with
homosexuals are homosexuals or bisexuals
themselves -- in or out of prison. A Mediter
ranean inmate does not have sex w.ith an
other inmate because no women are
around. He does what he does because he
is a born homosexual.
There are many more masculine homo
sexuals than effeminate homosexuals. This
is my estimate by race of the percentage of
prisoners of this type.
1. Nordics. Somewhere between 5-10%.
Accuracy is difficult because members of
this group are more apt to try to hide their
perversion.
2. Mediterraneans. 10-15%. They are
slightly more inclined toward such behav
ior and less inclined to conceal it.
3. Negroes. Probably between 90-95%.
Most blacks openly boast about indulging
in homosexual behavior.
4. Hispanics, close to 80%. Cubans,
Mexicans and Puerto Ricans are about
equally represented.
5. American Indians and Eskimos. I've
only observed about 60 prisoners of this
group. All are homosexuals.
The large number of masculine homo

sexuals in prison explains why they are
constantly on the prowl for new queens, an
activity that triggers a lot of prostitution.
The pressure is high to recruit new queens
-- and cowardly types sometimes yield to
such pressure. But this is not rape.
INMATE GAMMA
Note: In regard to the figures disputed by
Inmate Gamma, they were supplied, as the
June article noted, by an anti-rape prison
group called Posrip, P.O. Box 246, Napa,
CA 94559. We have asked Inmate Gamma
to write to this outfit and see if there is some
explanation for the wild discrepancy be
tween his figures and theirs. If we hear any
thing further on this matter, we will publish
it. We're sure that Instauration subscribers
would like to know the truth about homo
sexual rape in prison. Is it a vast and sordid
24-hour-a-day orgy, as Posrip indicates?
Or is it something that can be considered a
minor prison aberration, as Inmate Gamma
would have us believe?

Ponderable Quote
We are paying tOO much attention and
giving tOO much support to IsraeL We
need to be more evenhanded. Right now
we give Israel $3 billion a year.
Rev. Benjamin Weir,
former hostage in Lebanon
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Out-Holocausting
the Holocaust
In her bestselling novel, Beloved, an
anti-white epic drooled over by the na
tion's truckling book reviewers, black au
thoress Toni Morrison upgraded the Holo
caust count by a factor of ten. She dedi
cated her novel to "Sixty million and
more," letting the figure stand for the death
toll of Africans caught up in the slave trade.
Based on that ominous digit, "6," Morri
son's 60 million includes those who died
while captives in Africa or on slave ships
plying the Atlantic.
Another whiteophobic Negro novelist,
Alice Walker, author of a dirty book called
The Color Purple, which Steven Spielberg
made into a dirty movie, married a white-
Melvyn Leventhal, a civil rights lawyer -- in
1974. Three years later came the divorce.
Could it be that Walker is making the whole
white race a scapegoat for her marital dif
ficulties with a jew?

Black Vengeance
David Burke was a Negro criminal who
was employed as a customer service agent
by USAir and probably kept on long after
he shou Id have been let go in order to
conform with state and federal affirmative
action edicts. The flamboyant owner of a
gold Mercedes and a custom-designed
BMW, he was a known drug-pusher, a
woman-beater, a thief -- yet he still man
aged to be hired and hold onto the job. He
was also the father of at least seven illegiti
mate children.
Burke was so accustomed to getting
away with practically anything that when
he was finally fired by his boss, Raymond
Thomson, for stealing money from inflight
cocktail sales, he plotted revenge -- not just
against Thomson, but apparently against
the airline and against the white race in
general. He could have confronted and
shot his ex-boss any time, but he waited
until both he and Thomson were 22000
feet in the air above central California' in a
Pacific Southwest Airlines jet.
Burke almost certainly shot the pilots,
putting the plane into a nosedive that may
have exceeded Mach I and scattered the
remains of 43 people, almost all of them
white except himself, over seven square
miles of a California valley.
Allen Burke claimed that his brother
David, had been the victim of "years and
years of harassment. I'd like to say it was
because he was black." According to a
friend of the family, Allen had called
USAir's treatment of his brother "racial
genocide." It was further brought out that
brother David had been deeply involved in
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the civil rights movement.
What more proof is needed that racism
was at the bottom of Burke's wholesale
sacrifice of the jetliner's white passengers?
One more question: Would this tragedy
have happened if affirmative action had not
happened?

Formidable Slur
Talk about racism! In the book, Mixed
Blessings, a study of marriage between
Christians and jews, the authors, Paul Cow
an, a Jewish writer for the Village Voice,
and his wife, Rachel, a convert to judaism
studying to be a rabbi, tell about a four
year-old boy, the issue of a mixed marriage.
One day the lad says to a friend, "I'm half
jewish and half nothing."
Susan Shapiro wrote the review in the
New York Times Book Review (Nov. 22,
1987) and accented the above passage for
reasons known best to her and the Times
readership.
"Half nothing" would appear to be a
more degrading racial epithet than "nig
ger" or "kike." But Majority members have
long ago learned to swallow these delib
erate i nsu Its from the pens of jews.
We read about the daily humiliations
suffered by those who Iive on the West
Bank without realizing that this country
that once was ours has now become a cul
tural West Bank for all but a small fraction
of its inhabitants.

r.

, Posthumous
Damnation
Every once in a while the all-powerful
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
(aka the all-powerful Sons ofthe Covenant)
slips a gear. It happened during the lifetime
of the much esteemed Yale professor of
humanities, Paul de Man. When he died at
the age of 64 in 1983, superliberal, super
ethnic Yale President A. Bartlett Giamatti
dubbed him a "tremendous light for human
life and learning."
Now, almost five years after his death, de
Man turns out to have written a hundred or
so articles for an anti-jewish, pro-Nazi Bel
gian newspaper in 1941-42. One of his
pieces contained these two sentences:
It shows the strength of our Western in
tellectuals that they could protect from
jewish influence, a sphere as representa
tive of the culture at large as literature.
Despite the lingering Semitism in all our
civilization, literature showed that its es
sential nature was healthy.

Actually what de Man wrote was totally
wrong and myopic, but he used the words

"Semitism" and "Jewish influence" in the
wrong context and was thus forever sus
pect, forever susceptible to eternal damna
tion, should his words ever get out.
De Man, who came to the U.S. in 1946,
eventually evolved from a collaborationist
columnist into one of the world's leading
"deconstructionists," that is, a leader of
that weird international cult which main
tains total skepticism toward the ability of
language to impart truth.
For his activity on behalf of linguistic
n~hilism, the academic establishment gave
him great rewards. But if the ADLhad
known what he had written 40 or more
years ago, when he was 21, he would never
have gotten a Yale professorship and would
probably never have acqu i red any JX)st
higher in the academic community than
that of teaching assistant at Podunk junior
College.

Native
Anthropophagites
Now that Indians are called Native
Americans and are the good guys on TV
and Hollywood horse operas, it comes as a
shock to learn that their ancestors were not
the noble redmen that liberal-minority his
torians and movie producers have been
chatting up in recent decades. Last summer
a team of archaeologists unearthed three
sites, two in Utah and one in Colorado
with all sorts of broken and mutilated bone~
belonging to the long-extinct Anasazi tribe.
The butcher-type markings on limbs indi
cated that cannibals were at work. Tim
Wh.ite, a physical anthropologist at the
University of California (Berkeley), is laboring over 700 bone fragments recovered
from the digs. By piecing them together he
hopes to determine how the people eaters
we~t abo.ut thei r gruesome job of ki II ing,
cutting, dismembering and cooking.
Crude cuts and marks on the skulls of
some victims indicated they had been
scalped before being broiled or boiled. This
finding throws another damper on the ra
cist fantasies of left-wing and Marxist social
scientists who have been trying to pin this
ignoble practice on Europeans and have
had the unmitigated gall to say that Indians
ne:ver sc~lped a soul until they picked up
thiS noxIous habit from marauding white
men.

Outlawing Us
There's nothing wrong with racial stereo
typing per se. It all depends on who is the
stereotypist.
If Instauration speaks of "the [black]
race's passion for song, dance, sex and
spectacle," that is evil and leads straight to
Auschwitz.
If .Greg Tate ~peaks of the same Negro
passions approvmgly, as he did in the Vil

lage Voice (Sept. 22, 1987), that is fine and
dandy. Tate, you see, is black and has a
racial waiver. In another Voice article three
weeks earlier he charged that New York
City was "ruled by white supremacists."
If conservatives warn Anglo-America
against the "emotionalism" of latin Ameri
cans, as they sometimes do, that is the sort
of loose thinking which leads straight to
yellow stars and pink triangles.
But it's quite all right to write of "the
seven announced Democratic presidential
candidates [courting] the Hispanic vote
with latin fervor" -- if you are Edward
Walsh of the Washington Post.
How silly of us! All these years we
thought the liberals were tabooing ideas
when they were really tabooing persons.

Zionist Fantasia
Human history has a meaning, but only
because the Jews were determined to give it
one. They are the "pilot lights" whom we
all should gladly follow. "The Jews have
been great truth-tellers and that is one rea
son why they have been so much hated."
Even the "earliest Jews" more or less knew
what the "history of their progeny" would
be, and "would find nothing surprising" in
the events of the past several millennia.
"They always knew that jewish society was
appointed to be a pilot-project for the en
tire human race."
Such utterly fantastic notions are being
greeted with deep respect by most of the
major American media. Their proponent, a
British journalist named Paul Johnson, for
merly edited the trendy, class-warrish N~w
Statesman. Representative was the tawning
of William McGurn of the Wall Street jour
nal staff last May 4: he called leon Trotsky
"a light unto the Gentiles" who had "cast
light into hitherto darkened corners."
McGurn did find one tiny nit to pick -- that
Johnson "exhibits the British proclivity for
calling Her Majesty's foes terrorists, in par
ticular Menahem Begin. This charge rests
more on disagreeable statements Mr. Begin
has made than on what he has actually
done."
Now let's hear what a real scholar has to
say about Johnson's sordid enterprise. Dr.
Jacob Neusner, who teaches Judaic studies
at Brown University, wrote for National Re
view (Aug. 14, 1987):
Most Jews' stories do not get told in this
crowd-pleasing rehearsal of ethnic self
love ... what Johnson tells is not history
but a fairy tale, a masque for ideology
.... This is the Israel i version .... It is an
ideology cloaked in colorful narrative,
and masquerading as learning ... a pot
ted history of Biblical times .... He ...
[decidesl which Jews, at any given time,
are the history-making ones -- and [ig
nores] the rest ... wild confusion ... a
mishmash of topics ... stunning imbal
ances ... selectivity of vision ... John
son's general scheme accords with the

prevailing norms of Israeli historiogra
phy, as a comparison of this book with
Haim Hillel Ben-Sasson's A History of
the Jewish People will suggest .... In
any case, the book is a best-seller, so it
must be telling people what they want to
hear .... Given the state of Jewish cul
tural politics in America, Johnson is as
sured of acclaim for his meretricious ex
ercise in pandering charlatanism.

Expandable Poem
How odd
of God
To choose
The Jews
So wrote British poet William N. Ewer
(1885-1976) in an inspired moment. later,
Cecil Browne, another Brit (or Jewish?)
poet, tacked on this stanza:

But not so odd
As those who choose
A Jewish God.
But spurn the Jews.
Back in the late 1930s, in one of the
left-wing magazines, either the Nation or
the New Republic in the
or the New
Statesman in Britain, a contest was held for
the best second verse to Ewer's poem. One
of the entries, perhaps the winner, was:

u.s.

And not
To choose
A purer
Fuhrer.

Eyties Can't Take It
A Maryland ad campaign, concocted by
a jewish ad agency to inform delinquent
taxpayers of an extension that still gives
them time to pay up and keep the tax
wolves away from their doors, was based
on the theme, "sure things." Dewey was
sure he would beat Truman in the 1948
election; Custer was sure he would defeat
the Sioux; the Titanic's owners and officers
were sure the ship could cross the Atlantic;
AI Capone was sure he could beat every
rap.
Ah, but there was one "sure thing" that
went too far! Italian Americans, who claim
to comprise one-tenth of Maryland's popu
lation, didn't like the Capone bit one bit.
They felt it made them all look like gang
sters, especially when one print ad said,
"Extorting, Torturing & Murdering more
than 1,500 people didn't land AI Capone in
jail-- Tax Evasion did."
Quicklike, the Capone segments of the
ad campaign were cancelled. Yet the fact
remains that the Mafia, Cosa Nostra or
whatever you want to call it, is comprised
entirely of southern Italians and Sicilians,
with an occasional financial and legal assist

from Jewish hoods.
If clean-living, law-loving Italian Ameri
cans don't want to be associated with a
group that is uniquely Southern Italian and
Sicilian in racial background, then instead
of whining about guilt-by-association, they
shou Id get together and put the Mafia out of
business. Who is better able than the oc
cupants of a house to put it in order?

Mister Facade
Barry J. Minkow was the original Horatio
Algerstein. Starting his own carpet-clean
ing firm, ZZZZ Best, at the age of 15, he
claimed to be worth $100 million by age
21. When not luxuriating in his southern
California manse or zipping about in his
Ferrari, Minkow was active on the charity
circuit. One anti-drug advertisement fea
tured him with the slogan, liMy act is clean.
How's yours?"
ZZZZ Best made a public offering on
Wall Street last December and, despite the
young corporation's large debts, Drexel
Burnham lambert was ready to make a
deal. "The kid was very persuasive," re
calls a DBl executive.
Well, Elie Wiesel can be "persuasive"
too ....
Minkow now stands accused of conspir
ing with organized crime to run ZZZZ Best
as a "front" for laundering drug profits. He
is also accused of helping himself to $3
million from the company till during the
month of June 1987 alone, and -- with two
other company insiders -- of pocketing at
least $25 million altogether. While stealing
the show in the media with tall tales about
his business acumen and his public service,
he was stealing his company's stockholders
blind.

Not for Russkies
If for some inexplicable reason any In
stau ration ist wants to send a package to the
USSR, don't bother if it should contain any
of the following forbidden articles:
literature and works of art of a religious
nature
Fashion catalogs
Radio and television receivers, video re
corders
Cameras
Musical greeting cards
Cancelled or u ncancelled postage
stamps and stamp collections
Watches
Medicines, vitamins
Used clothing, underwear, footwear
Cloth and plastic goods sold by the yard
Thread of all kinds
Pasta products
Toys of ami I itary natu re
Bird down and feathers
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Chicago Democracy
Mayor Harold Washington died Nov.
25, 1987. His death and burial received
more media attention than that of Richard
Daley, who expired after 20 years in office.
Lavish praise and glittering generalities ap
peared in the spoken and written obituar
ies. Specifics were avoided because Chi
cago is in a worse fix than ever. At the time
of Washington's death a huge tax increase
to add 1,700 more parasites to the munici
pal payroll was before the City Council.
The Jewish gossip columnist, Irv Kupci
net, whose most prominent facial feature
permits him to smoke his long, black cigars
in the rain, praised Washington as a role
model for black youth, ignoring the fact
that the mayor had spent five weeks in the
Cook County jail for tax evasion and was
suspended from practicing law for charging
a client an outrageous fee for zi Ich services
rendered. Washington, however, learned
something very important while he was in
carcerated. There are a lot of potential
votes in jail. He and Jesse Jackson have
registered a slew of such voters, legitimate
or otherwise. Jesse, by the way, cut short his
highly advertised trip to the Persian Gulf to
attend the funeral. He then tried to play
kingmaker, but failed miserably.
After Washington's death, a City Council
meeting was called for 5:30 p.m. to choose
an interim mayor. Eugene Sawyer, the sen
ior black alderman, was the favorite candi
date, but he was so frightened by threats
from radical black factions that he made
Hamlet seem like a paragon of resolution.
A mob of 5,000 gathered in the streets out
side City Hall, promising to raise the roof if
Sawyer got the nod. The main reason for hi!?
unpopularity was that he had the support of
most of the white politicians.
The white aldermen backing Sawyer, the
lesser black evil, finally got through to their
candidate that it was tonight or never.
Some of his support had already been
scared away. The situation was so tense
that cops had to escort the city fathers to the
washroom. At times the proceedings recal
led the Negro legislature scene in D.W.
Griffith's Birth of Nation.
Finally, at 4:00 a.m., the vote was taken.
Sawyer, who has 13 relatives on the city
payroll, won 29-19.

Polanski Redux?
If Instauration had a tradition of naminga
mi nority miscreant of the year to balance its
annual Majority renegade of the year, the
award would certainly have gone at least
once to Roman Polanski, not necessarily
for his low-IQ films, but for having forced
his repulsive attentions on a 13-year-old
Majority girl after his pregnant Nordic wife,
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Sharon Tate, had been murdered by the
Manson hooligans. Polanski jumped bail in
1976 and hightailed it to France to escape a
prison sentence for having sex with a mi
nor. As part of a plea bargain, five counts of
sexual abuse were dropped, along with the
most revolting charge of all -- supplying
drugs to his teenaged prey.
Thanks to Jewish networking (every
name that appears henceforth in this short
article belongs to a minorityite), not too
long after he had arrived in France the Po
lish-born Polanski became the cinematic
toast of Paris. But sooner or later movie folk
grow bored and fidgety if they have to stay
away too long from the neon palms and
stucco mansions of Tinseltown. Polanski
now wants back.
Jeff Berg, Polanski's agent, has hired Ar
thur Gruman, a well-connected southern
California pettifogger, to persuade Los An
geles County District Attorney Ira Reiner to
look over the case. The idea is to come up
with some legal folderol that would allow
Polanski, once he had returned, to be given
probation instead of the jail term he so
richly deserves. Also enlisted in the high
powered rehabilitation crusade is Howard
Weitzman, the shyster who got John De
Lorean off the drug hook, even though a
hidden TV camera showed him collecting
money for a cocaine deal.
Polanski's latest film, Pirates, was shot in
Europe and financed by an Israeli produc
tion company. Starring Walter Matthau, it
was one of the worst films to hit the screen
since the passing of another "great" Jewish
director, the vulgarian Cecil B. DeMille.
We may expect many more movies of this
qual ity if Polanski's Hollywood friends suc
ceed in skirting the law and bring their hero
back to the scene of his earl ier crimes, both
sexual and cinematic. He intimates his next
film will be about the "sense of separation"
he felt when he was a Jewish child in the
Warsaw ghetto. He is mullingoverthis tact
ful and opportunistic project as his pals
work overtime to pave the way for his tri
umphant return.

The Cousinhood
Mario Cuomo, the Democratic Party's
great ethnic hope for president, once said
there was no such organization as the
Mafia. Apparently that mystifying an
nouncement qualifies him as prime presi
dential timber -- better timber than Gary
Hart, who only lies about affairs of the
groin.
Sicily recently has seen a widespread
purge of Mafia figures in the Mob's original
homeland. Of 453 Mafiosos put on trial in
Palermo, 338 were found guiiltyofmurder,
drug trafficking or other crimes and sent to
jail. One of the acquitted defendants was

executed Mafia-style only three hours after
his release from prison. Another Sicilian,
Francesco Gotti, was also executed at
about the same time in the same way. Both
dead men had been guilty of talking too
much. Gotti was a first cousin of Matilda
Cuomo, the wife of the man who said the
organization that killed his cousin-in-Iaw
didn't exist.

Who's In with
Polls and Pols
If ever an opinion poll demonstrated the
gullibility of the population at large and the
tendentiousness and irresponsibility of the
American media, it was the Gallup Poll
taken during the height of the Reagan-Gor
bachev summit mania. The American peo
ple, according to Gallup, picked its favorite
icons in this order: Dan Rather, Billy
Graham, Ted Kennedy, Ronald Reagan and
Jesse Jackson. Gorbachev, who can always
get a top job on Madison Avenue if he
should ever go the way of Khrushchev,
came in sixth with a score of 41 % -- two
percentage points ahead of Nixon.
Another kind of poll was the guest list at
the White House state dinner honoring the
visiti ng Russian delegation. It demonstrates
the sort of company the President keeps
and the mixed bag of people that comprises
the contemporary American elite. Among
the 123 invitees were such celebrities as
Saul Bellow, Zubin Mehta, Pearl Bailey,
Kenneth Bialkin (Jewish wirepuller), Dave
Brubeck, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Ruth
Bunche (Ralph Bunche's widow), Joe Di
Maggio, Chris Evert, Ted Graber (interior
decorator), Armand Hammer, John John
son (multimillionaire Negro publisher),
Robert Kaiser (Washington Post media
crat) , Max Kampelman, Henry Kissinger,
Meadowlark Lemon (ex-Harlem Globetrot
ter), Richard Pearle (Zionist booster), Mau
reen Reagan, David Rockefeller, Mstislav
Rostropovich (cellist), Dimitri Simes (Jew
ish anti-Soviet hawk), Robert Strauss, Ed
ward Teller, Caspar Weinberger and
George Will.
U.S. government officials at the White
House bash included Lt. Gen. Colin Pow
ell, the new National Security Adviser.
Powell is the son of Jamaican mulatto im
migrants. Although his skin is hardly one
shade darker than white, he is widely ad
vertised as a Negro. If a race war should
ever break out in this country, both sides
are going to be in possession of a lot of top
military secrets.

Guilt on Demand
Minority racists are trying hard, very
hard, to reduce a certain category of crimi
nal trials in this country to a simple equa
tion. Hold demonstrations and threaten to
riot if the jury doesn't come in with a guilty
verdict against white defendants accused

of racial violence.
The stratagem worked rather successful
ly in the Howard Beach case. Three teen
aged defendants involved in a brawl with
blacks, which ended in the death of a co
caine-sniffing hood named Michael Grif
fith, were convicted of manslaughter,
largely on the testimony of one of the white
brawlers, Robert Riley, the prosecution's
stool pigeon.
The legal charade began when the media
made its customary racist mountain out of a
street fight molehill, and politicians seeking
black votes entered the fray. The fact was, a
white named Blum, with connections to
the New York City Police Department, ran
down Griffith but was never charged.
When whites have a fight with blacks
and a black dies, that's a man-bites-dog
story for the media. Blacks killing whites
has become such a common occurrence in
Zoo City that when Negroes get the short
end of the stick in a racial set-to, liberal
reporters and editors give the rare event
big, black headlines.
New York Jews are powerfu I enough to
protect one of their own in a racial trial, as
proved by the legal slap-on-the-wrist given
Bernhard Goetz for shooting four blacks
during an abortive subway mugging. The
white ethnics of Howard Beach, mostly
Italians and Irish, don't enjoy such political
clout, so three of their children had to be
sacrificed to keep New York City's Negroes
from rioting and taking a toll of white lives
in revenge.
The media keep saying that Howard
Beach-type trials are good for race relations
because they prove justice can be done.
Actually they prove the opposite. Such
trials show that justice cannot be done.
They force whites to reach the unhappy
conclusion that they are caught in a racial
bind. When whites battle blacks or Hispan
ics, even purely in self-defense, and get
arrested, they are called racists. When
blacks do the same, the chances are they
will not be called anything and will not be
prosecuted for anything. During the How
ard Beach trial a gang of Negroes beat up
one of the wh ite witnesses right outside the
courthouse. No arrests!

Firing Word
If a newspaper can sack one of its top
editors on the basis of an unsupported ac
cusation of racism, it would seem this high
handed censoriousness would have a chil
ling, even a deep-freezing effect on the pa
per's editorials and the selection of its news
items.
john Cotter was the talented and respect
ed metropolitan editor of Newsday, the
Long Island daily that is beginning to give
the three metropolitan New York papers a
run for their money. But at an after-hours
get-together in a bar with two Newsday
reporters, a man and a woman, Cotter may

or may not have characterized a black
newsman, who was not present, as a
"dumb f------ nigger." It is not certain he
really said this or, if he did, that he wasn't
quoting someone else. One of his two
drinking companions, however, presum
ably the one with the skirt, blabbed the
alleged statement around the newsroom. In
no time, Cotter, although he vehemently
denied the charge, was fired. Hiscrimewas
not to have uttered the seven-letter adjec
tive, but the six-letter noun.
What we have here is one more lesson to
newsmen
and to the rest of us -- that a
loose-tongued word or two, even away
from the office and over a dr ink with
friends, can cost someone his job, possibly
his career. In order to avoid a fate similar to
Cotter's, white editors and reporters must
learn never to communicate what they
really think and feel about race. Never a
word in private, not even to their best
friends. Never, never, never a word in their
news stories.
The next time you read something in a
newspaper extolling freedom of speech, try
to keep a straight face.

Not Guilty of Guilt
William Raspberry, the Negro colum
nist, occasionally writes about blacks in a
way no white columnist would dare. In his
Nov. 4, 1987, piece in the Washington
Post, he put these words in the mouth of a
cab driver, who was wondering what
would happen to blacks if Asian Americans
continue their meteoric climb upthe Amer
ican social ladder.

*

We've been demanding that white peo
ple give us a break -- affirmative action,
set-asides, special admissions -- because
we have been victims of white racism.
They've been buying it, too, because
they feel guilty about what they've done
to us.
But what can we demand from the
Asian Americans? They never enslaved
us. They never kept us in Jim Crow
schools or made us ride in the back of the
bus. They haven't done a thing to us to
feel guilty about. When we start talking to
them about minority set-asides, they'll
laugh right in our face.
Don't you see, our whole approach
has been built on white guilt. If white
people are no longer in charge, their guilt
won't matter, and we'll be in a world of
trouble.

It is certainly true that no other people in
the world except whites and, to narrow it
down, Northern European whites, feel guil
ty about Negro slavery. Negroes them
selves have no remorse about having en
slaved each other in Africa. (Pygmy tribes
can serve as expert witnesses to the utter
brutal ity of Negro slave masters.) Indeed,
the only place slavery still exists is in a few
remote areas of the dark continent. Ancient
civilizations, a couple of them perhaps

more civilized than our own, took slavery
for granted and considered it part of the
"natural order."
Arabs, who have been among the most
active and most venal slavers, have not
evinced one drop of guilt for their heavy
involvement in the "peculiar institution."
Although Asian nations have a long history
of slavery, it doesn't seem to trouble their
contemporary leaders one whit.
Raspberry's cabbie is so right. It is only
the whites who are troubled and especially
-- and ironically -- those whites who come
from the European nations which were the
first to make slavery illegal.
What good can it possibly do for anyone
to assume responsibilty for sins committed
by everyone in the past? And what good
does it do American Negroes to use moral
blackmail as their principal weapon in their
bid for power? The status of individuals and
races must be earned, not given. Other
wise, it will never stick.

Pardons
by the Bushel
A few more centuries of the present-day
spate of reversals of court verdicts and there
won't be many jewish crirninals left in the
history books. Marvin Mandel's conviction
for racketeering and mail fraud committed
while governor of Maryland was over
turned by a federal judge last November,
after one of those permissive Supreme
Court rulings. The ex-crook's record will
now be wiped clean, though not much can
be done about the 19 months he spent in
the slammer.
Not so long ago, Leo Frank, the convict
ed murderer of 13-year-old Mary Phagan in
1913 was pardoned posthumously by the
Georgia Board of Pardons and Paroles. In a
wider historical context Jewish scholars
have cleared Jews of killing Christ and
placed the blame squarely and uniquely on
the Romans.
Today a move is afoot to free the Pol lards
(lnstauration, jan. 1988) and every year or
so a new book or a new play "proves" the
innocence of the atom-spying Rosenbergs.
Wanna bet that Americans will soon be
hearing about the virtues of Ivan Boesky?
Already Murray Rothbard, a wacko Jewish
libertarian-anarchist, has written an article
defending insider trading as an acceptable
and honorable way of doing business on
stock exchanges.

Ponderable Quote
The race question sits between what is
very difficult to know and what is impossi
ble to say.
Abel Bonnard,
Les Moches
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ASPISHLYYOURS

I

Would it be a withdrawal into the proud silence of some
STRONGLY RECOMMEND that beginning now all
one who had changed his mind, but was determined not to
Majority activists stop using the first person plural
make money out of recounting his past sins? Or would he
when writing about the United States or when addres
go a" the way, do a complete political flip-flop and be
sing American topics. Since "we" implies some connec
come a certified, Grade-A informer?
tion or relationship with the country, how can we, the
My wonderment has now come to an end. Greg has
members of the Dispossessed Majority, identify with a
gone all the way -- and then some! He sold his story to the
nation that has racial laws which deny us equality in job
opportunities, promotion and admissions to top colleges, a
movies, is working on a confessional book and has be
come as contrite and gossip-mongering as any recanting
nation whose TV shows, films, newspapers, books and
Red, though his musings so far have not attained theelevat
magazines demean us every waking and sleeping hour?
ed style of a Whittaker Chambers or of those literate Jews
Our use of "we" should not be given up entirely in our
who opted out of Stalinism at the time of the 1939 Russian
political, economic and social writings. But from now on it
German Nonaggression Pact.
should be limited to designating us as a group of second
class citizens who have little or nothing in common with
There's a lot of loot in the informing profession these
days. If you can't find any activist group to belong to and
America's newly installed first-class citizens -- the unas
then betray, the next best thing to do is to start up your own
similated minority members, white and black, who with
organization, as Greg did. Then when you inveigle enough
the help of Majority renegades and trucklers are more
interested in the security of Israel than in that of the U.S.
innocents into joining, you can turn around and betray
them en masse. No wonder Greg is getting so much movie
and whose ideology embraces the establishment of multi
money. He can deliver the secrets and membership of an
racial societies everywhere in the world, with particular
emphasis on South Africa.
entire organization into the hands of those he once profes
sed to hate.
The fact is, we, the rank and file of the American Major
Before it was known how far Greg was going in his
ity, are no longer Americans in any real sense of the word.
change of heart, the Atlanta Journal made what might be
Accordingly, it is only commonsensical for us to stop be
called a Freudian slip in its August 11, 1987, issue. It
lieving that we belong to a country whose government and
actually killed Greg off in a headline.
media are busy, consciously or unconsciously, destroying
our culture, our morale and, eventually, as minority racism
reaches white or rather antiwhite heat, threatening our
very existence.
Since America is no longer ours, it is only logical for us to
refer to it in the third person. Since "U.S." and "us" are no
longer synonymous, let's not continue to confuse our
selves by assuming political, economic and social links
that have long since vanished.
We must come to recognize that we are the creators who
have lost our creation. Although still a majority in num
bers, we have become a minority in terms of power and
influence, a weak and trampled-upon population group
separated completely from those "in-charge" Americans
out there, those minority racists and Majority nihilists who
are pouring us down the drain of history. Only when and if
we win back our lost America should we revert to using
"we" interchangably with "Americans" and in the context
that this land is once again our land.
Despite the Journal's death wish, Greg happens to be
alive and squealing. People magazine (Sept. 23, 1987)
gave him a full-page spread and in an update (Dec. 28,
HAVE WRITTEN qu ite a bit recently about Greg With
1987) glowingly described his experiences on the Dona
row, the onetime leader of the White Student Union,
hue and Oprah Winfrey shows. Yes, indeed, Greg With
whose racist fires burned out when he fell in love with
row is now letting it all hang out -- about himself and about
"Sylvia," a girlfriend he eventually threw out of his apart
the young Majority students who were once foolish
ment.
Once Greg began exhibiting political and racial with
enough to trust a tattooed man whose strident appeals to
drawal symptoms, I wondered just how far he would go.
violence were portents of the setup to come.

I
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle - John Nobull
Last summer a small British publisher brought outa book
called Marx Refuted (Ashgrove Press, 19 Circus Place,
Bath, England). Its contributors include such well-known
names as Karl Popper, Arthur Koestler, Friedrich von
Hayek, A.L. Rowse, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Milton Fried
man and Mrs. Thatcher. Yet not one single national journal
appears to have given it a mention. Nothing could better
illustrate the intellectual climate of the New Britain.
Even under Mrs. Thatcher, who at least in most
ways is a free-marketeer, the assumptions of in
tellectuals are still so implicitly Marxist that they
prefer to consign any criticism to oblivion. No won
der they refused Mrs. Thatcher an honorary doctor
ate at Oxford (where she once stud ied science at the
undergraduate level), and vote against her when
ever they can.
Fortunately, in voting terms, they are a minority,
and Mrs. Thatcher is able to win elections by win
n i ng over those who wou Id otherwise have voted
for other parties. The combination of allowing peo
ple to buy their council houses (hitherto owned by
the local councils), encouraging them to become
shareholders in former nationalised industries, and
cutting their taxes, proved to be irresistible, and the
Labour Party played her game by threatening to
expropriate those who took up her offers. The most
amusing thing is that those trying hardest to put the
brakes on the prime minister are the ridiculous wets
of her own party, including a number of ministers.
The buffoon Whitelaw is even threatening to op
pose her measures in the House of Lords.
Intellectuals of a leftist persuasion control TV,
which is strongly anti-Thatcher. The same goes for
parts of the press, but there are a lot of newspapers
which support her as well. This split in the way
real ity is viewed is interesting, because it means, at
least in certain respects, that people can choose
between contrasting views, and may even come to
think forthemselves.1 am reminded ofViennaatthe
turn of the century, when the press was controlled by Jews,
but the intelligentsia included people like Houston Stewart
Chamberlain, and the people voted regularly for anti-Sem
ite Karl Lueger as mayor.
The original editor of Marx Refuted, Ronald Duncan,
died some years ago, leaving the task unfinished, but his
friend, Colin Wilson, managed to get the project off the
ground again.
The book begins with a speech made by Lenin in 1918,
dismissing "the whole stock of those stereotyped, thread
bare Marxist phrases which in reality are petit bourgeois,"
while promising to destroy the bourgeoisie and threatening
them with the attentions of Comrade Uritsky (chief of the
Petrograd secret police): "I do not advise you to make his
acquaintance." One of the really cheering things aboutthe

Bolsheviks is the way they dealt with bourgeois Marxists,
just as the best thing about Stalin is the way he made Old
Bolsheviks confess to absurd crimes (to avoid torture by
Comrade Uritsky's successors) and then liquidated them.
In a succinct preface, Ronald Duncan points to the way
in which Russia has become dependent on American grain
imports since the Revolution, to the hideous bureaucratic
oppression and the climate of fear which pervades
life in the Soviet Union. Then comes a workman
like, typically succinct introduction by Colin Wil
son, pointing out the results of Marxism in practice,
which are not accidental but implicit in the theory:
"So, in a sense, it is superfluous to try to refute
Marx; his work has already been refuted by the
actuality of Communism" (p. 18).
Still, I would take issue with Wilson when he
claims that the creation of wealth is always an
individual enterprise. The gifted individual alone
can accomplish rather little unless he belongs to a
group which provides him with a network of con
tacts. Jews, Armenians and Marwaris (the money
lending caste of India) all illustrate this truth, where
as members of the old majority find it difficultto get
ahead nowadays because their group has become
too demoral ised to provide the necessary network.
Then it is the turn of the libertarian, Karl Popper,
whose work is usefully summarised in a foreword
by Wilson. Marx made the invalid assumption that
the general misery must grow as capitalists came
into competition. When this turned out notto be the
case, he argued that the focus of exploitation had
been exported to the colonies. Oddly enough, there
is some truth in this argument, not in connexion
with capitalist competition but in connexion with
the welfare state, erected under Marxist auspices.
Because we protect our less efficient workers with
tariff barriers, quotas and the like, poorer countries
are prevented from exporting to us. This turns them
into economically dependent breeding grounds of
discontent, and activates their pullulating millions to emi
grate to developed countries where welfare is the norm.
Popper does not make this point, but does remind us of the
success of at least partially capitalist economies in raising
the standard of living.
Wilson introduces Arthur Koestler's contribution with a
short account of his intellectual development. One glad
some detail which emerges from this is that Willy Munzen
berg, who ran a lie factory in Paris before the war, employ
ing Koestler among others, was eventually liquidated in
1940 (the time of the Nazi-Soviet Pact) by his fellow Com
munists. Wilson even informs the reader that Munzen
berg's claim that the Nazis themselves had organised the
burning of the Reichstag was false: "later investigation has
revealed that the arsonist, Van der Lubbe, acted alone"
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(p. 36). I wish he could get this message across to our
opinion-formers, who repeat the old lie ad nauseam.
Koestler's own contribution is largely autobiographical.
He stresses that those intellectuals who lauded the Soviet
Union between the wars were guilty, not of starry-eyed
idealism, but of disgusting cynicism.
Next, Wilson introduces us to Hayek, accentuating his
argument that all forms of socialism, including National
Socialism, inevitably lead to despotism. The reason (not
given here) is that socialism always tends to fix prices,
which very quickly become unrealistic and benefit or harm
particu lar groups disproportionately. Fixed prices, there
fore, have to be imposed by a bureaucracy. At the end of
WWII, Hermann Goring admitted to an American reporter
that the Nazis made a major error in setting food prices too
low to benefit the people suffering in the cities. The result
was that German farmers saw no reason to bust a gut to
reap bigger harvests. What's more, black markets are al
ways fueled by fixed prices, as we see in all socialist
countries.
Hayek himself refers to his book, The Road to Serfdom,
published in 1944: which alienated many intellectuals by
equating Communism and despotism with National So
cialism and despotism. (Actually, National Socialism was
very much less despotic than pure socialism, because it
had a far bigger element of private enterprise.) What at
tracts me most about Hayek's piece is the opening quota
tion from the poet Holderlin: "What has always made the
state a hell on earth has been precisely that man has tried to
make it his heaven." In a postscript to Hayek's piece,
Wilson emphasises the essentially bourgeois origins of the
Baader-Meinhof revolutionaries and the French revolu
tionaries of 1968. (Wilson himself is of working-class ori
gin.) That is what was so delightful about the Allende
debacle, when a lot of "dedicated idealists" received their
come-uppance from the Chilean Army.
In the following chapter, British philosopher E.W.F.
Toml in discusses Marx's relationship to Hegel, relaying the
interesting piece of information that Marx never used the
phrase "dialectical materialism," which was invented la
ter to reinforce the impression of historical inevitability.
Tomlin makes it clear, "Marx made the realisation of his
whole system conditional upon a change in human na
ture," to be enforced through lithe dictatorship of the
proletariat." Since human nature does not change, except
by the very gradual process of evolution, it is evident that
Marxism amounts to a straitjacket into which humans have
to be forced, willy-nilly. I would add that Marx as a young
man wrote a poem in which he spoke of the enormous
prison he was going to construct for mankind.
The next essay is in the form of a dialogue between the
dissident Leszek Kolakowski and a certain Brian Magee.
Kolakowski rightly points out that the theory of class con
fl ict is one which even non-Marxist historians accept
(though I would add that in an integrated, homogeneous
society, in which the elite is not demoralised, such con
fl icts are muted). Kolakowski regards the Soviet system not
as a travesty of Marxism, but as a "simplified interpreta
tion." The distinction is important because, with Marxism
as with Christianity, its adherents always claim that their
doctrine has never really been put into practice. The fact is
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that neither Christianity nor Communism is workable in a
pure state, and "progress" toward each faith must there
fore inevitably involve coercion of one kind or another.
Where Kolakowski goes wrong, I think, is in supposing that
freedom is necessarily negative (freedom from something),
not freedom to do something. What the Germans call
"Aktionsfahigkeit" (capacity for action) is in my opinion an
essential aspect of freedom.
Ronald Duncan's contribution begins the second part of
the book. Autobiographical, it describes his dismal experi
ence with Marxism, including an attempt to set up a com
mune, which failed miserably. Eventually, he became a
friend of Ezra Pou nd (a detai I he does not mention).
Most surprising of all is an interview with Armand Ham
mer, of all people, now in his nineties, who did business
with the Bolsheviks, is a friend of the British royal family,
and at last report was shuttling back and forth on an Afghan
peace mission.
Hammer outlines his association with the Russian Rev
olution, expresses admiration for Soviet "idealism," but
adds that "the only fallacy I see in the whole Russian
system is that it just doesn't work." Yet this cynical busi
nessman made a lot of money out of the Bolshevik rape of
Russia. His oil company, Occidental, also made quite a
pile by working in cahoots with Gaddafi, whom in effect he
subsidised. Thus we see how "capitalism" and "social
ism," both of which seek monopoly control, are not afraid
to cooperate.
Colin Wilson calls his own contribution, liThe Darwin of
Sociology," an unfortunate title in my view, implying that
both Darwin and Marx were determinists who left no place
for free will. That is hardly true of Darwin. But Wilson, like
Bernard Shaw before him, regards Darwin's views as anti
thetical to the mind's capacity to develop evolutionary
ideas which allegedly transcend biology and bring about
"evolutionary leaps./I Be that as it may, Wilson gives us a
wonderfully succinct account of Marx's development, in
cluding sentences which are notably free from the usual
pro-Semitic cant. "Marx devoted himself to a long and
violent essay on 'the Jewish question,' in which the Jews-
with their religious bigotry and materialistic outlook -- are
condemned as enemies of the human race" (p. 114). Oy
veh! Allow me to rewrite the sentence for him in liberalese:
"Marx expressed his self-hatred in a lengthy, unbalanced
essay on 'the Jewish question,' in which he accuses the
Jews of the very thing from which they have so often
suffered, namely, religious bigotry, dismisses them as ma
terialists and blood-libels them as enemies of the human
race." Will that do? I'm seriously thinking of switching
over to the New York Review of Books.
Wilson shows that the poverty of Marx's family derived
directly from the refusal of the pater familias to seek any
form of employment and highlights Marx's mean-minded
ness in denying the paternity of the child he had by his
maidservant, Helene Demuth. What Wilson fails to re
member is that jews (even anti-Semitic ones) can hardly be
expected to regard the interests of Gentiles in the same
light as their own.
Wilson then goes on to demolish the whole case built up
by Marx in Das Kapital. He is able to do this because he has
actually read the book (which most socialists haven't).

Marx thought that all value resided in the time and energy
expended in human labour. Since machines could pro
duce no surplus value, their use by competing capitalist
entrepreneurs must inevitably lead to lower profits and
greater misery for the displaced workers. As Wilson says,
"This is clearly nonsense." Marx was merely obsessed
with his own assumptions.
Next comes Alexander Zinoviev, a Soviet dissident. He
is firm and clear: "It is possible, by means of analysis, to
show that Marxism' is not a science. Not one Marxist con
cept
literally not one -- follows the logical rules of
scientific construction. Not one assertion of Marxism -
setti ng aside empty platitudes -- can be scientifically ver
ified" (p. 131). Later on he adds: "More than sixty years'
experience in the Soviet Union ... and the experience of
many other Communist countries has given undeniable
evidence concerning the nature of these supposedly Marx
ist societies: a low I iving standard for the greater part of the
population, enforced attachment to the place of residence
and work, enormous differences in the standard of living
between the higher and lower levels of the popu lation, the
repression of any different trends of thought, the absence of
civic freedoms, the self-seeking, the bribery, the system of
privilege, the mismanagement, the spectacular extrava
gance of the leadership, the militarisation .. . (p. 132).
The trouble here is that so many of these distressing phe
nomena are likewise found in the West.
Another ex-Marxist is A.L. Rowse, who makes a number
of telling points. Marxists originally expected the revolu
tion to take place in a highly industrialised country, Ger
many being a likely one, but "the real revolution that took
place there was Hitler's" (p. 137). Then comes a jumbled,
obviously rewritten and unstylish sentence, which never
theless contains some sense: "Marx's outlook, like Trot
sky's, as a jew's, was perhaps naturally cosmopolitan,
internationalist, and omitted what has been and is the
strongest political force in the world
nationalism, and
one might add a religious communalism, rather than com
North Africa,
munism. Look at India, Iran, the Middle
or even Northern Ireland." And, I would add, Bolshevik
Russia. Marxism may be nominally internationalist, butthe
revolution would never have succeeded without the driv
ing force of jewish racism. Rowse continues: "When I was
young I used to subscribe to the periodical Unter dem
Banner des Marx;smus; beneath its stacks of paralytic ab
stractions one cou Id recognise nothing of the real world at
all. No wonder Hitler had little difficu Ity in putting his foot
through such cardboard structu res" (p. 141). Like Kola
kowski, Rowse puts particular emphasis on Marx's theory
of class confl ict. I wou Id argue that
at least in
traditional societies, have definite genetic differences,
bred in through the centuries. To that extent, class differ
ences are inevitable, but there is no reason why they
shou Id not be complementary rather than provocative.
Stanislav Andreski believes Marxism "fosters hatred
against the rich rather than compassion for the poor." A
\ typical example was Marx himself: Abusing the power of
a Victorian employer and having made his servant preg
nant, Marx dismissed her and afterwards gave no support
either to her or his proletarian offspring, who lived with his
mother in a slum, while his father found new 'wage slaves'
If

JI

to serve him. It is not surprising that his message appeals to
self-seeking pseudo-levellers" (p. 145). One is reminded of
Rousseau, who in his Confessions revealed how he himself
had committed a theft and then blamed it on a poor servant
girl, who was dismissed. Jean-Jacques also was the idol of
the pseudo-levellers of his day.
H.D. Purcell points to the United States rather than the
SovfefUnion for examples of communism in action, begin
ning with the Pilgrim Fathers. He sees the Reverend jim
Jones as "a misguided but logical reformer who came to
realise that, in view of built-in differences, equality could
only be achieved in death" (p. 156). He stresses the in
volvement of American capitalism in funding the Russian
Revolution.
Next comes Bernard Levin's interview with Vladimir
Bukovsky, who gives a poignant account of the institution
alisation and criminalisation of dissidents in the Soviet
Union. He also makes the point that Soviet standards in the
hard sciences are quite high, because the dead hand of
Marxism is not allowed to interfere (except in the case of
biology). He assures us that hardly anyone in the USSR
believes in Marxism any more, though apparatchiks must
still profess it to acquire and preserve power and privilege.
He denies that the oppressiveness of the Soviet state has
anything to do with the history of Russia, because countries
as diverse as Cuba, China and Yugoslavia all show the
same stigmata of oppression and bureaucracy.
Andrei Sakharov, interviewed by Ollie Stenholm, then
attacks the monopoly of power represented by the Soviet
state, with all its consequences in terms of tyranny, ineffi
ciency and lack of information.
Dimitri Shostakovitch recalls the days when Stalin's
"Socialist realism" restricted his musical composition, but
the composer comes off as a trendy intellectual who was
momentarily thwarted. Solzhenitsyn is much more down
to earth with his famous open letter addressed to Soviet
bureaucrats. He writes he would never persecute Marxism,
because in a free Russia, it would quickly wither on the
vine. Russian patriotism is what he explicitly defends, and
that is incompatible, he says, with Marxism: "Beware
when the first cannons fire on the Sino-Soviet border lest
you find yourselves in a doubly precarious position be
cause the national consciousness of our country has be
come stunted and blurred -- witness how mighty America
lost to tiny North Vietnam, how easily the nerves of Ameri
can society and American youth gave way, because the
United States has a weak and undeveloped national con
sciousness" (p. 196).
Roman Redlikh writes on the private sector of the Soviet
economy, which makes possible the survival of the system
and involves participation by large numbers of insiders:
factory managers and the like.
Beverly Halstead follows with a contribution on "The
Natural Sciences and Marxism." He is a paleontologist,
who claims that the notion of sudden leaps in evolution is
in line with Marxist thinking, as opposed to changes spread
over millions of years.
David Peat is one of those who praises the hard sciences
in the USSR, also the standard of mathematics. But he tells
us that the lack of computers severely hampers technologi
cal advancement. Another big brake on progress is the
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inefficient bureaucracy.
jonathan Guinness writes on "Marx, the False Prophet."
Basically, he is criticising Gramsci for his claim that Marx
ism, once triumphant, would become idealistic instead of
materialist. He gives examples from the experience of
Djilas and Orwell of how Marxism debases its adherents,
and of the greyness and tunnel vision which result.
As might be expected, Milton Friedman equates eco
nomic with political freedom. What he does not say is that
a free market must be protected if it is to survive. Other
wise, the big fish will eat the little ones and create cartels
and monopol ies.
Robert Miller follows with "The Unacceptable Face of
Marxism," in which he likens the style of Marx's essay on
The Jewish Question to that of Der StUrmer. But it is not
only the unpleasant remarks about jews which distress
him. Marx also regarded Negroes as degenerate human
beings, in accordance with the theories of Pierre Tremaux,
and frequently referred to them as "niggers." In fact, he
used the word in referring to the real or alleged Negro
ancestry of his own son-in-law. What Miller does not
mention is that criticism of Marx for his anti-Semitism is
certain to be confined to obscure publications. Since Marx
himself was a jew, he can only be accused of the lesser
crime of "self-hatred." Streicher is another matter.
Where Miller scores is on Marx's attitude toward wo
men, whom he regarded, in typical bourgeois fashion, as a

kind of property (and in Marxist theory all property must
ipso facto be nationalised). In his Economic and Philo
sophical Manuscripts of 1844, he advocates general prosti
tution within the community.
Last to come are two essays by Margaret Thatcher, "In
Defense of Freedom" and "Redressing the Balance." The
first is a defence of "free democracies" in the West (which
admittedly she has helped to make a little bit freer). The
second makes the claim that the problems faced by com
munism are considerably greater than ours.
Finally, Colin Wilson writes an RIP to socialism. He is
probably on the right track. When the rats leave the ship, it
is probably going to sink. Think of the number of jews who
have now deserted the left and become "conservatives."

Ponderable Quote
[The] dominant majority gave the country a dominant
culture with its traditions, its literature, its tastes, its special
claim to know and supervise the language, and its Prot
estant religions. Much of the intellectual machinery of
twentieth-century American political thought and social
science was constructed for the purpose of making an
assault on the majority.

More Ethnic Switching

Instauration has given examples of ethnic switching before, but the above picture appearing in an
advertising brochure for college sweatshirts takes the cake. The Negro flaunts the name and insignia of
an English college; the white a college in blackest Africa. The blonde, whose sweatshirt insignia is not
shown here, is saddled with the University of Moscow. The company behind this monstrosity is
Universal Screen Arts Inc. of Cleveland (OH). We called up and asked for the name of the president.
We were told it was a Mr. J. Siorian.
To turn from collegiate ethnic switching to collegiate ethnic mixing, the photo at right appeared in
every 1987 football program of the University of Texas Longhorns.
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Allan Bloom,
The Closing ofthe American Mind

One of the innumerable advantages that Jews have over
non-Jews is their ability to get themselves classified as mem
bers of both a race and a religion. Consequently, when
anyone criticizes them publicly, a rather infrequent event,
they can complain they are being victimized racially and
religiously. This double whammy tends to keep their few
critics even less critical.
Lately we have witnessed another felicitous (for jews) clas
sification. A Supreme Court decision has now officially de
fined them as a minority, thereby affording them protection
under the various civil rights laws and allowing them to sue
for damages as well as press criminal charges against anyone
who does them wrong. At the same time, when it suits the
media's purpose, they are considered "just like the rest of us"
and lumped together with other U.S. whites.
An Intelligence Report in Parade (Aug. 9, 1987) stated that
in order to get ahead as a writer of movie and TV scripts, it
helps greatly if you are a "white male under 40. Prejudice, it
seems, is rampant in the ... entertainment industry -- espe
cially where women, blacks, the disabled and Latino writers
are concerned." Two Writers Guild executives were then
quoted, liThe door to access and opportunity in Hollywood
is all but closed to writers who are ethnic minorities."
As the Writers Guild knows all too well, since more than
half of its membership is jewish, the "door of opportunity" is
not closed, but is wide open to Jews. They dominate the
writing teams of prime-time TV, as well as most other areas of
the entertainment industry. Yet the word jew never appeared
once in Parade's article.
It's a nice trick to be just another white male when you
don't want your population group to be singled our for
discriminating against other groups, including the American
Majority. It's an even nicer trick to be officially designated as
an ethnic minority when you are discriminated against, or
think you are. Then you call on the power and might of the
U.S. government and the courts to bring any bothersome
Majority member to heel.

*
Tushauraine is a hot TV soap in Kenya. It's one of a kind
because the usual sexual skirmishings are infiltrated with sly
messages and situations that demonstrate for all to see the
human pileup of Kenya's birthrate, which happens to be the
world's highest and which, if not defecundated, will double
the population every 17 years.
Instauration suggests that English or black English subtitles
be added to the Swahili program. It should then be run, rerun
and re-rerun on TV stations in those American cities where
the ghetto birthrate is almost as sky-high as Kenya's.

*

*

*

This chiding letter was in the mailbag last month:
I emphatically disagree with your suggestion that we sup
port PBS. Three programs currently running on that network,
each for what seems to be the umpteenth time, prove that PBS
programming is more outrageously slanted than the commer
cial networks.
The Africans was so biased even the left-leaning National
Endowment for the Humanities refused to allow its name to
be used in connection with it, despite having helped to fund
it. The militant black Marxists responsible for the show main
tain that blacks in Africa were killing each other because
whites invented guns!

Civilization and the Jews endlessly reminds us of the guilt
we should all feel for not properly appreciating the Jews as
the bedrock of civilization.
Eyes on the Prize is another of those tedious pieces about
the civil rights movement.
PBS most definitely does not deserve our support.

600
Another reader is equally unenthused about PBS:
Have you seen the PBS showing of The Hollywood Ten? It
was the most pro-Communist propaganda film I've ever seen
on TV. All the usual tears and cries of anguish from the
widows of the Jewish writers and from the narrator, superlib
eral Burt Lancaster.
113

My reply to the above letters is that, admittedly, PBS is
horrendously slanted. But so is the rest of the media. Short of
a cultural insurrection, there's nothing we can do about it.
We just have to learn to live with it, hoping that in all the
broadcasts put out by all the networks and network affiliates
and independent stations, the law of averages will grant us at
least two or three programs a week of some value.
My tolerance for PBS has always rested on: (1) Masterpiece
Theatre, which is more representative of Majority culture
than any series on American TV; and (2) the absence of
commercials. It's true the PBS money-raising pitches and
auctions are abominable, but some state-owned PBS stations
don't run them, and the satellite viewer can avoid them
altogether.
What is more abominable than anything on PBS is a com
mercial for adult diapers bobbing up on network television
only five minutes into a serious program. This is something
that even an ape wouldn't stand for, yet tens of millions of
Americans take it as par for the course. I simply won't take it.
Hence my occasional bleating for PBS.

*

*

*
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A subscriber wrote me some months ago complaining that
Instauration had been "pretty easy" on Tom Braden . He
enclosed some of the dialogue between old Tom and David
Duke that occurred on a Crossfire session in October:
DUKE : As far as Mr. Jackson is concerned, he's much more
of a rac ist than I am. I mean, he admitted in an interview that
he worked in a restaurant and used to spit in white people's
food. This is an admission by Jesse Jackson. Now wait a
minute . . ..
BRADEN (in mock horror and interrupting with goatish
noises) : What a terrible, terrible offense . .. .
DUKE : I would never ever think about offending anybody
in that fashion .. . .
BRADEN: Terrible!
DUKE: Never in my life. I've never done a single personal
thing against any member of .. ..
BRADEN: It makes my white blood boil 
DUKE : Well , maybe it should, Mr. Braden. Why do you
have to be such a traitor to your own blood? You know, we
have rights, too. We have a heritage worth preserving . . ..

To me, Braden is more ludicrous than abhorrent. He's
getting so decrepit and wacky (age 69) that his veteran part
ner, Pat Buchanan, now back on the show, has to do most of
the talking and questioning. A man who boasts of his Indian
blood and who speaks in Stone Age-liberal cliches can hardly
be taken seriously. Also, since both he and Buchanan would
lose their jobs if they ever put in one good word for a
so-called white supremacist, what else can they do but make
silly noises when faced with a glib young Majority activist
like David Duke? At least they let him on the air.

The truth is, I feel a little sorry for old Tom, whose wife,
after bearing him eight children, recently wrote an 82-page
outline of her "confessions" and sent it around to several
big-time publishing houses. The subject matter is on the
seamy side, particularly her references to her flirtations with
the late hectomillionaire satyr, Nelson Rockefeller, who, in
cidentally, once loaned her husband $50,000. The infer
ences that can be drawn from these associations and finan
cial deals don't exactly make Tom a hero.
In an interview with People, Joan Braden, now in her 60s,
says somewhat boastfully, " It seems to me I spent most of my
life explaining why somebody can't come to my bedroom or
why I won't go to theirs." In her book proposal (written with
the help of co-author Les Whitten) there appears the follow
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ing quasi-comic account of her "close but no cigar" seduc
tion by Bobby Kennedy:
My heart wrenched from complicated tugs of emotion.
[Bobbyl had never seemed more vulnerable. When he asked
me to go upstairs, I went. On the bed , we kissed . Then he got
up to take off his tie. But I could not go through with it. He was
hurt, silent and angry. I watched his straight back under the
street lights as he walked toward his car. Why hadn 't I done
it? . .. Tom would have understood, even if Ethel would not
have.

As for Rocky, he once paid an intimate calion Joan while
she was showering in his apartment. She explained:
News stories to the contrary, we were never lovers; there
fore rumors that he was the father of one of my chi Idren are a
lie. We never went beyond a few kisses, nor did he ever hold
me except when we danced in his apartment to Louis Arm
strong or other favorites .

Joan, incidentally, has traveled allover the world with
establishmentarian and ex-World Bank chief Robert MacNa
mara, with whom she writes she had a "romantic" relation
ship. But despite all the near misses and all the gadd ing
about, she has only admitted to one extramarital tryst -- with
an unnamed TV personality after he drugged her with amyl
nitrate. It was an experience she indicated she didn't entirely
regret.
With a wife like that, Tom has been punished enough. It
would be unsportsmanlike for me or anyone else to engage in
any further criticism of the poor guy or, as the French would
say, Ie pauvre cocu.
At any rate, the book as originally planned has now been
withdrawn, pending revision. Tom himself is going to be the
new co-author.

It may sound ominous, but don't be fooled. The "fairness
doctrine," abandoned last year by the FCC, was really an
"unfairness doctrine." Oh, sure, if a Democrat was libeled
on radio or TV by a Republican, the Demo could ask for -
and get -- equal time. But if a Ku Kluxer was dragged through
the mud, he could ask for a chance to reply until kingdom
come and he wouldn 't be allowed within a city block of a
microphone.
To put it bluntly, like almost everything else in this country,
the fairness doctrine was unfair to Majority activists and more
than fair to minority racists and loutish politicians. Moreover,
since the very thought of equal time (unpaid-for time) scares
the TV profiteers half to death, they went out of their way to
avoid the slightest controversy, thereby reducing to zero the
chance of any really original ideas.
So now we are back to the official unfairness in TV land,
which is what it has always been, no matter what doctrine or
lack of doctrine has been in effect. Late last year, over the
objections of the FCC, Congress "re-installed" the fairness
doctrine. Reagan, to the great joy of the networks, promptly
vetoed it. Some Members of Congress put it in the pre-Christ
mas continuing resolution to keep the government afloat
financially, but a conference committee cut it out at the last
minute to avoid another Reagan veto, which would have
kept them from goi ng home for the hoi idays.

Democracy in inaction! A 1987 Gallup
Poll found the public supports a constitu
tional amendment to balance the budget by
more than 2 to 1 (53% in favor, 23% op
posed, 24% no opinion). There was even
more popular support for a presidential
line-item veto (66% for, 23% against, 11 %
no opinion).

#
Crown Books, the biggest U.s. discount
book retailer, has 200 outlets. The $500,
OOO-a-year president is Robert Haft, 34, of
the rapacious corporate raiding Haft fam
ily, which is trying to take over Dayton
Hudson Corp. Up there among the richest
American Jews, the Hafts recently sold Dart
Drug for $160 million.

90% of all cocaine-addicted babies born
in San Francisco General Hospital are
black. Although only 20% of the city's
young folk are black, half of the inmates at
Juvenile Hall are Negroes, as are two-thirds
of the inmates at Log Cabin Ranch, the
city's long-term facility for delinquents.

#
The U.s. had 123,776,000 females and
117,820,000 males in July 1986, accord
ing to a Census Bureau estimate. Only five
states have more men than women: Alaska,
Wyoming, Hawaii, Nevada and North Da
kota.

#

A year before the outbreak of the Civil
War, only one Southerner owned more
than 1,000 slaves, compared to 3,358 Rus
sians who had more than 1,000 serfs on
thei r estates. Households with fewer than
20 slaves accounted for almost half the u.s.
slave population in 1860. (New York Re
view of Books, Nov. 19, 1987)

Herbert Okun, the #2 U.s. diplomat at
the UN, lives in a $7,400-a-month furn
ished Zoo City apartment. The full-time
housekeeper is paid $15,000 a year. He
eats $125 meals and is driven to work in a
chauffeured government automobile. One
of the State Department's highest-ranking
Jews, Okun's annual salary is $77,500, but
all he contributes to his apartment and his
other government-paid perks is $323 a
month.

#

#

Last November, a Chicago judge or
dered the nationwide recall of 376,000
pounds of poultry mislabeled as kosher by
a Jewish food marketer.

Part I (major) crimes in the U.S. more
than quadrupled from 1965 to 1985, rising
from 2,930,200 to 12,430,000 in that 20
year period. (FBI Uniform Crime Reports)

#

#

Fat Face celebrated his first 25 years in
the Senate on November 15 last. The old
gang of cronies, protectors and fawners got
together ina Boston hotel and congrats
poured in from trenchermen like Tip
O'Neill and Martin Luther King III. Leon
tyne Price sang. A film documentary of
Ted's "achievements" in the Senate was
shown. There was no memorial service for
Mary Jo.

Undeclared income from criminals and
criminal organizations may have totalled
$420 billion in 1981. (Law and Order,
April 1987)

#

#
The UN General Assembly passed, 153
to 2, a resolution urging greater coopera
tion between the UN and the countries of
the Arab League. There were no absten
tions. Only Israel and the United States (of
Israel) voted no.

#
No adjustments will be made for under
counts in the 1990 national census, despite
claims that in 1980 the head counters mis
sed 800,000 in New York City alone. Al
together, the Census Bureau now estimates
it failed to count 1% of the American popu
lation in 1980. Illegais will continue to be
counted in the next census.

#
In a class-action suit against the city of
Chicago, seeking to recover an illegal tax
on utility bills, the court awarded the plain
tiffs $18 million. $3 million wentto lawyers
Sidney Karasik and Leonard Handmacher,
who claimed they worked 8,779.5 hours
on the case. The fees worked out to $340
an hour. In another class-action suit,
against Illinois Bell, lawyers received $1.1
million for winning $2.75 million in re
funds for a 39¢ wire maintenance charge.
The refunds ranged from $1.37 to $5.00 for
each phone user.

135,000 illegal Irish immigrants are liv
ing in the U.s., some 15,000 to 25,000 in
the Boston area. Even a lower middle-class
Irishman in the Ould Sod must pay a 65%
income and "health" tax -- one reason why
62% of young Irish would like to emigrate.
Ireland, with an "above-replacement"
birthrate, has the youngest population of
any European country.

#
When Roy Cohn died of AIDS not so
long ago, he owed $7 million in back taxes.
Last fall his Manhattan townhouse was auc
tioned off by the government and brought
$3.7 million. Not an inconsiderable
amount for someone who claimed with his
dying breath that he owned no property.

#
The U.s. still has 406 dry counties. Ten
nessee, with 85, has more of them than any
other state.

#
In the year 2035, Texas Anglos (non-His
panic whites) will comprise 43.4 Ck of the
state's 30.2 million people; Hispanics
39.3%; blacks 10.9%; Asians and others
6.4%. This estimate is based on a "mod
erate" rate of 45,700 legal and 25,000 il
legal immigrants a year. Should the immi
gration be "immoderate," then a 40.1 mil
lion population is predicted for the state in
2035, with Hispanics firmly in the major
ity. (Estimates by the Population Reference
Bureau)

#
Here are some interesting figures for
"nurturists" to chew over. 70% of blacks
who attended black colleges failed 1 or
more of the 3 parts of the National Teachers
Examination (1986-87), compared to a
58% failure rate for blacks attending white
colleges. 12% of whites at white colleges
failed; 13% of whites at black colleges.

#
Israel, whose population is 1.5% of
Western Europe's, has now received as
much financial aid from the u.s. as all Eu
rope received from the Marshall Plan.

#

#

25,514 cases of syphilis were reported in
the U.s. from January through September
1987. That's a jump of 35% over the same
period in 1986. Black and Hispanic hetero
sexuals have been disproportionately
stricken.

Jewish foundations in North America
had $23 billion in assets before the free fall
of the stock market last October. Those
foundations with 50% of their holdings in
stock were badly hurt; those with only 15%
or less of their portfolios in the Wall Street
gambling casino didn't do too badly.

In New York in 1984,67% of fatal and
51 % of non-fatal cases of child abuse oc
curred in black families; 21 % and 32%,
respectively, in Hispanic families; 6% and
11 % respectively, in white families.

#

I
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The divorced mother of two, Pamela
Rosenberg took as her second husband
Rep. PETER KOSTMAYER (D-PA), who
practically worships the Sandinistas. Now
she's divorcing him because she found out
the hard way that the wife of a politician
has to shake as many hands and eat as
many greasy chicken dinners as her hus
band does. Pamela herself is not Jewish, but
the same cannot be said for her first hus
band.

Early last year an attractive 24-year-old
blonde from the Quid Sod's County Kerry
arrived in New York and went to work on
the midnight shift of a Dunkin' Donut shop
in Douglastown, Long Island. just before
dawn on Sept. 14, she was found by a
customer lying in a puddle of her own
blood. Police records indicate she had
probably been sexually assaulted before
her ASSAILANT fractured her skull. At last
report she was hanging on to life.

The IRS has ruled that the $103,000 Rep.
JAMES TRAFICANT JR. (D-OH) received
from Mafia families in Cleveland and Pitts
burgh during his 1980 campaign for sheriff
was a bribe and therefore taxable.

Rep. HAROLD FORD (D-TN), released
from a gag order, immediately denounced
Assistant U.S. Attorney Dan Clancy, who
had him indicted on influence peddling
charges, as a "racist." House Speaker JIM
WRIGHT (0- TX) and Democratic Majority
Leader THOMAS FOLEY (D-WA) had join
ed Ford in asking an appeals court to allow
the black congressman to indulge in his
antiwhite harangues. They argued that con
gressmen should be exempt from gag or
ders.

Although judge Robert Richter threw out
the $2 million libel suit against Gannett
press lord ALLEN NEUHARTH brought by

ROSAMUNDA
The National Democratic Club, a Wash
ington saloon for thirsty Demo politicos, is
posting the names of its deadbeat mem
bers. Mayor MARION BARRY and WAL
TER FAUNTROY, DC's non-voting mem
ber of the House of Representatives, are
among the c1ubsters who can't seem to get
around to paying their bills, which were
described as being in the $100-$250 range.
Slow-paying Senator DENNIS DeCON
CINI (D-AZ) and Rep. JOHN CONYERS
(D-MI) have run up tabs of more than
$1,000. Altogether, the club's books show
$178,000 in bad debts -- one more evi
dence of the Democratic Party's attitude
toward finances.

DONALD E. FRANKLIN, the black crim
inal who was convicted in three separate
trials for the brutal murder of a young white
nurse in Texas 13 years ago, won his fourth
stay of execution recently, this time from
the minority-rights-obsessed Supreme
Court. Franklin's legal costs, borne by the
taxpayers, of course, may now amount to
as much as $500,000.

AIDS finally got ELIZABETH DEBBIE
EDEN, whose expensive male-into-female
operation inspired the movie, Dog Day Af
ternoon. Her loverboy, JOHN WOJTO
WICZ, tried to rob the Brooklyn branch of
the Chase Manhattan Bank and held seven
employees hostage for eight hours -- all
because, he said, he wanted to get the
wherewithal for her sex change. Miss Eden
was born Ernest Aron.
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NEUHARTH-MOORE,

who says she is his illegitimate daughter,
Neuharth, while denying the claim, admit
ted paying her mother $100 a month from
Rosamunda's birth until her 21st birthday.
The libel suit was based on Neuharth's de
nial of paternity, which Rosamunda claim
ed caused her $2 million in emotional dis
tress. The press has almost entirely ignored
this "character flaw" in a man who exer
cises more power over American public
opinion than Gary Hart and Joe Biden com
bined.

Pennsylvania's only minority-owned
banking institution, the NEW WORLD NA
TIONAL BANK, failed last October. The
money of the 2,700 depositors is safe (in
sured up to $100,000 by the FDIC), but the
6,000 shareholders will probably lose their
shirts. Two officers of the bank were ac
cused of making loans to themselves. With
the approval and help of the Federal De
posit Insurance Corporation, the New
World Bank was quickly taken over by a
subsidiary of the Equimark Corp., whose
chairman is ALAN FELLHEIMER.

Rev. THOMAS LIGGETT, a onetime mis
sionary and the moderator of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ), wants to send
large sums of his church's money overseas
to groups committed to violence and ter
rorism. He points with pride to the United
Church of Christ, which openly subsidizes
such organizations -- all, of course, in the
name of jesus Christ, who in most of his
sayings (but not all) demonstrated an ab
horrence of any form of violence.

BRUCE ZALMAN, now a Louisville (KY)
ex-lawyer, was found guilty of arranging
sham marriages between Iranian men and
American women so the former could ob
tain permanent resident status in the u.s.
One of the brides was Gabrielle, the daugh
ter of JOAN GOREN, a onetime massage
parlor madam. Both Zalman and Goren are
Jewish. Gabrielle received $1,000 for say
ing, "I do." All the spouses apparently went
their own separate, unconsummated ways
after the ceremonies.

The dining rooms of two leading jewish
Wall Street firms, BEAR STEARNS and SAL
OMON BROS., were cited by the New
York City Department of Health for code
violations.

The Mitchells were one of the most pow
erful and influential black families in the
country. The late CLARENCE MITCHELL
JR., a leading black lobbyist in Washing
ton, was known as the "101 st senator."
PARREN MITCHELL, Clarence's brother,
was a high-profile black congressman.
Clarence's sons, CLARENCE III and
MICHAEl, both became Maryland state
senators, and Michael still had his Senate
job when both brothers were found guilty
in November of taking money to block a
probe of WedTech, the so-called minority
owned company, which before it went
bankrupt added a new chapter to the sordid
history of
political and financial cor
ruption.

u.s.

LEONA HELMSLEY, the jewish wife of
the non-jewish New York real estate mag
nate, Harry Helmsley, appeared before a
grand jury recently to explain why she had
failed to pay $38,000 in city sales taxes on
almost $500,000 worth of jewelry she pur
chased from Van C1eef & Arpels. Leona had
also been accused of charging off as "busi
ness expenses" renovations on her 72
acre, $ 13-million Connecticut estate.

When a political tape carried by an ob
scure country music radio station in Dodge
City (KS) featured a physical threat against
"the rabbis of Los Angeles," the ADL
wrung its institutional hands. Yet ADL
spokesman STEWART LEWENGRUB re
acted with complacency when, on June 8,
a radio talk show host interviewing him in
Atlanta threatened presidential candidate
David Duke with violence. ED TYLL, a
white talk show host at station WGST, who
was trying to get back into the good graces
of the black community for insulting black
Congressman john Lewis, urged listeners
who were so inclined to go after Duke with
"sticks and chains."

Canada. From a subscriber. There are
three stages to a nonviolent invasion of a
white country by aliens:
1. The al iens are welcomed as guests.
Since their quaint diversities, colorful hab
its and customs are still a novelty, the in
digenous whites treat them with patient
courtesy and give them special treatment.
Aware of their still small numbers within
the white community, the immigrants
make sure their behavior is exemplary.
2. The aliens, now citizens, begin to feel
"at home." Their rapidly expanding num
bers now comprise 20% to 30% of the
population, so they begin to organize into
ethnic power blocs. No longer tactfully
quiet and law-abiding, they are ready to
use as weapons against the Majority the
special legislation that Majority liberals
have enacted for thei r benefit.
All this is resented by the indigenous
whites, whose eyes begin to open. For the
first time it becomes apparent that the
aliens are strikingly different from the host
population. No longer is heard the decep
tive cliche, "We're all the same, no matter
what the color of our skins or the shape of
our ...."
Physical, mental, cultural and spiritual
differences now stand out in bold relief.
Only the wi"fully blind still refuse to ac
knowledge them. Worried voices are
raised in warning. Immigration reform is
demanded. If the necessary corrective ac
tions are taken in time, the country can still
be saved. OthelWise, it will stagger into the
third and final stage:
3. Anarchy! The now thoroughly
alarmed and beleaguered whites are finaUy
forced to admit that not only do peoples
differ, but that there are primitive peoples
and advanced peoples, culture-creating
peoples and culture-destroying peoples.
Whites finally grasp the self-evident truth
that just as individuals are obviously not
equal, so it is with races. With this delayed
flash of illumination, Majority members
now realize they have lost their nation and
have been dispossessed by the al iens, with
the help of disaffected whites.
The invaded nation now sinks swiftly
into decay. Crime and miscegenation flour
ish. The economy disintegrates in equal
step with the crumbling social order.
Staged political trials and witch-hunts for
the few remaining defenders of the white
popu lation distract from the monumental
political, economic and social failures of
the new alien elite. All about is corruption,
and police
pornography, illicit drugs
men! A banana bandit state has been born.
Now drowning in a darkening sea of hu
manity, the persecuted white minority
struggles for existence. Frantic attempts are
made to organize resistance. But it is far too
late.
Canada today is at stage two.

Northern Ireland. An IRA bomb killed
11 Protestants at the Remembrance Day
ceremonies in Enniskillen in Ulster in No
vember. One of the dead was Marie Wil
son, 20. After his daughter's death, Gordon
Wilson announced that he had forgiven the
killers. "We see it as God's plan, even if we
do not understand it."
Des Colquhoun, a columnist for the Aus
tralian Advertiser, was not so tolerant.
[Wjhen they blindly murder a 20-year
old girl, I find it unforgivable that her
grieving father should forgive them. They
must never be forgiven. They must be
caught and locked away, but never for
given.

Europe. From an itinerant Instaurationist.
One of the great hidden treasures of Euro
pean travel is unlocked with a portable ra
dio, which provides a smorgasbord of oral
culture. BBC is still tops. The Russian news
broadcasts, almost all shameless propa
ganda, have begun imitating the British
practice of news presentation -- one-liner
headline summaries, then the story and fin
ally the one-line recap. U.S. Armed Forces
Radio (AFN) regularly presents old pro
grams like The Green Hornet perhaps for
the dwindling cadre of middle-class profes
sional soldiers. But the oldtime stuff is sadly
sandwiched in between the brutal heavings
of black rock.
On Radio Finland I learned that doughty
nation is taking immense vocal pride in
admitting another 115 Afro-Latin-Asian po
litical runaways this year. Only 115! Fin
land has, I believe, 4.9 million inhabitants.
Finland's newest immigrant component is
thus only 0.000023 of the country's total
population.
I heard over Radio Austria Internationale
a series of three morning broadcasts devot
ed to enlightening the world about a sym
posium at the University of Linz on "what
happened to the Austrian intellectuals'
who were kicked out in 1938." These were
especially depressing programs because
they were dominated by interviews with
several New York Jewish professors. The
Jewish academics took this golden oppor
tunity to slander Austria for its anti-Sem
itism ("an historical blight") and to "prove"
how greatly the exodus had cost the coun
try culturally. ("What a drab, unexciting
little place is this present-day Austria with
out .... ")
When I returned to the States, I protested
to the Austrian Embassy in Washington
about these self-inflicted cultural wounds. I
am now in the process of writing a letter to
the Austrian government. How sad it is for
the very hub of anti-Jewish feeling in Eu
rope to use its tax monies to fund the Jewish
historical line.
I

Britain. The Celtic Revolution a Study
in Anti-Imperialism by Peter Beresford Ellis
(Y Lolfa Talybont, Ceredigion, Wales, SY24
SHE) claims to be the first book to attempt
to include in one volume a general survey
of the cultural and political histories of "all
six Celtic nations."
Beresford Ellis proclaims: "I write as
someone who fully supports Celtic cultur
al, political and economic independence.
Nor do I disguise the fact that I am a social
ist." In spite of his rabid Celticism, Ellis,
who was born in Coventry, England, of
Irish antecedents, lives in North London.
H is I iterary habit has been to write about
some long forgotten piece of history in a
Celtic country and claim it was a nationalist
revolt. Among books he has authored or
co-authored are A History of the Irish
Working Class (Gollancz, 1972), The Prob
lem of Language Revival, The Scottish In
surrection of 1820 and Hell or Connaught
-- The Cromwellian Colonisation of Ireland
1652-1660.
Ellis makes great effort to bring non-Celts
into the Celtic fold. For instance, he says,
"The last Ligurian Celtic tribes surrendered
in 180 B.C.," although most historians con
sider the Ligurians to have been Iberian, not
Celtic. Elsewhere he refers to the Celtic
dialect surviving in the Crimea until the
18th century. He means Gothic, which was
a Germanic language. Although his books
are full of interesting facts, they are hardly
credible as he is forever trying to "Celti
cize" history. He claims, for instance, that
one-third of the French casualties in WWI
were Bretons, but provides no documen
tary evidence for this fanciful proposition.
He also claims that "the Celtic peoples
have strong socialist traditions in which
they reject bureaucratic, authoritarian, im
perialist state socialism."
Although he was born and spent most of
his life in England, while trying to prove the
"six nations" (Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
Brittany, Cornwall and the Isle of Man) are
100% Celtic, he is equally anxious to show
that the hated Engl ish have no Celtic blood.
The Angles and Saxons had now suc
ceeded in pushing the insular Celts back
to the western and northern parts of Bri
tain. Some scholars have proposed that
intermarriage took place. Such was em
phatically not the case and this may be
demonstrated by the lack of Celtic loan
words from this period. The conquest of
the Celtic population led not to intermar
riage but to an almost complete extermi
nation either by death or by forced migra
tion.

As proof of English malignancy toward
the Celts he cites an attack on Brittany by
William the Conqueror.
To authenticate the Celtic ness of an area,
he submits two or three Celtic-sounding
place names. He does not, however, men
tion the non-Celtic names in the same area.
After reading Beresford Ellis's emphatic
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*
proclamation of the "socialist" and free
dom-loving characteristics of the Celts
(which did not prevent the Catholic auto
cracies of Europe filling their armies with
Irish and, at one time, Scots soldiers), one
would assume that such apparently in
grained characteristics must be racial. But
no, pan-Celtic ism is one of the main props
of the "looney left" in England with tax
payers' money spent on its "Celtic book
fairs" and other Celtic celebrations. In
deed, the Irish Post recently pointed out
that far more is now spent in England pro
moting the Irish language and culture than
in Ireland.
Accord i ngly, Ell is makes it clear the Celts
are a linguistic group, not a racial one.
Prof. Eoin MacNeill has explained that
there is no such thing as a Celtic race any
more than there is a Latin race, a Ger
manic race or a Slavic race ... when we
speak of race we are talking in terms of
physical attributes, which is a dangerous
path to tread. As there is little biological
difference between a Scandinavian and
an African, to talk of race is usually
meaningless and delusory. The mixture
of physical attributes among the Celts
was as evident in ancient times as it is
today. Only language with its attendant
culture distinguishes Celtic peoples from
the rest of European society. Therefore a
Celtic people is by definition a people
who speak or were known to have spok
en in modern historical times, a Celtic
language. Once the Celtic languages are
entirely dead, with no hope of resuscita
tion, the Celtic peoples will have ceased
to exist.

Beresford Ellis extenuates:
Two great Celtic nationalists were John
and George Maxwell, who were cham
pions of the Scots Gaelic language. They
were negroes. Their father had been
adopted by a Gaelic-speaking sea cap
tain and his wife, whose home was in
Cape Breton. His sons, john and George,
were therefore second generation Gaelic
speakers and strong exponents of the lan
guage and of Celtic independence.
Then there was Othman Remy Arthur,
who died in a car crash in Kildare in the
late 60s and is st; II remembered with af
fection in Ireland. A West Indian, he set
tled in Dublin, learned the language and
was a familiar figure at music festivals,
singing songs in Irish. In the 26-county
state there are 30,000 people who are
jewish in religion, many of them in the
forefront of political life and active in the
language struggle. In Wales, Cardiff's
Butetown is one of the oldest Black com
munities in the United Kingdom. The in
habitant ,·f Butetown are as Welsh [sic]
as the inhabitants of any other part of the
city. One could extend the list indefinite-
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Iy. Celts are marked off from their neigh
bors by language and culture and for no
other reason.

The two Celtic countries which rule
themselves, Ireland and the Isle of Man, are
such a disappointment to Beresford Ellis
that one wonders how he can maintain his
white-hot enthusiasm for Celtic indepen
dence! Not only has a third of every Irish
generation emigrated, but "Ireland remains
the only example of a nation, with the pro
tection of a political state, which has em
barked on a linguistic revival and failed to
achieve its aims."
As for the Isle of Man, although it has had
complete internal autonomy for centuries,
its ancient Parliament, the Tynwald, has
always pushed English at the expense of
Manx (a form of Gaelic) and the latter is
now a dead language whose few speakers
all learnt it as adults.
In spite of its Celtic heritage, the Isle of
Man for most of its history was ruled by
Vikings. A contemporary tourist gets the
impression of having arrived in Scandi
navia, with Norse symbols, such as long
boats, on the stamps and coinage, and
nothing Celtic to be seen. Today the Isle of
Man is a tax haven. It is estimated that the
Manx component of the population is only
40%. The great majority of the House of
Keys, the executive chamber of the Tyn
wald show indifference or even hostility to
all things Celtic, except Manx cats and
Loghtan sheep.
Beresford Ellis's own name is of Welsh
origin and his family no doubt was planted
in Ireland in pre-Reformation days. This
perhaps explains his curious claim that En
glish settlements in Ireland were "first ap
proved by England's Catholic Queen Mary
Tudor" which would no doubt exonerate
his o~n ancestors from being "planters."

*

*

So many blacks have committed so
many burglaries in the small village of
Wombourne that the local constable put
out this notice: "I would like [reports of]
any sightings of blacks and coloureds and
their vehicle numbers." The reaction was
as hysterical as it would have been in the
U.S. The constable's leaflet was quickly
withdrawn.

*

*

An equal amount of hysteria greeted this
statement from superintendent Bill Ganley,
who is in charge of a police station in north
London: 1/99% of muggers are black; and
99% of their victims are split between
Asians and whites."

*

British Jews are still seething over the
remarks of the Sunday Telegraph's asso
ciate editor, Graham Paterson, who noted
that the principals in the financial scandal
accompanyi ng the takeover of the Distillers
Company of Scotland (johnny Walker,
White Horse, Haig) by the Guinness firm
were jewish. The list includes Ernest Saun
ders, the fired chief executive officer at
Guinness, Sir Jack Lyons, a leading stock
specu lator, Gerald Ronson, the owner of
Britain's second largest private company,
and Roger Seelig, a London stock market
operator. Tony Parnes, another member of
the network, was arrested in Los Angeles
and is shortly to be extradited. Closely as
sociated with all this shabby financial
legerdemain was Ivan Boesky, who is said
to have blown the whistle on his racial
cousins in England. Paterson pointed out
that most, if not all, of the British jews in
volved in the scam were pillars of the pow
erfu I and supposedly respectable Jewish es
tablishment in the United Kingdom.
In its takeover of the Distillers Company,
Guinness, atthedirection of Saunders, paid
out huge sums of money to other Jews to
buy shares of the company, thereby hiking
the share price and making the takeover
more attractive to Distillers stockholders,
many of whom were resisting because they
did not want the Scots-owned firm to fall
into the hands of an Irish company run by a
jew. Actually, the fraudulent operations
were much more serious than mere boiler
shop stock manipulation. The Jewish big
shots are facing a multitude of charges, in
cluding the theft of £25 million. At present,
Ronson and Saunders are free on £500,000
bail.

*

*

A pretty 13-year-old schoolgirl was grab
bed off a crowded street in Bristol in the
early evening a few months ago. She was
thrown into a van and driven off to a se
cluded area where she was raped by two
men. Her screams for help when she was
dragged into the van were ignored by sev
eral pedestrians. One of the rapists had a
pierced ear. Their race was not mentioned
in the press reports.
Janet Clugstone was another British rape
victim. Her attacker was happy to discover
in the midst of his dirty business that be
cause Mrs. Clugstone had had nine opera
tions for cancer of the throat, she couldn't
call for help. Afterwards, when she was
forced to crawl around naked on her hands
and knees, the 38-year-old woman man
aged to grab a knife and stabbed her Rasta
farian assailant to death.
Patrick Chambers, a black Kung Fu fanat
ic, was given four life sentences for com
mitting four rapes, one of them on an 18

year-old mother of six-month old twins.
Screaming, "I am going to degrade you,"
he violated the victim in front of her chil
dren.
Another black to get a Iife sentence was
Trevor Virgo. He kicked his unborn baby to
death while it was an eight-month fetus in
the womb of his white girlfriend.
It's hard to understand how any men of
any race wou Id want to rape women 50 or
60 years older than they are. Yet blacks on
both sides of the Atlantic seem to have no
such inhibitions. A few months ago in Lon
don two of them raped an 88-year-old Brit
ish woman.

*

*

*

*

Following in the footsteps of her great
grandfather, Emma Freud, 25, specializes
in sex. She hosts a sluttish British TV late
night show, "Pillow Talk," in which she
interviews guests in a double bed. She
wears pajamas. Her guests can choose
whether they want to strip to sleeping gear
or pile under the sheets with their clothes
on. Incidentally, unlike her politician fath
er, Sir Clement, but like her actress mother,
Jil" and some other third- and fourth-gene
ration Freuds, Emma is a Catholic.

*

The New British Tory

*

The u.s. has its JAPs Uewish American
Princesses). Britain has its Becks, filthy rich
young Jewesses with a "treasure trove" of
expensive necklaces, bracelets and bangles
who hang out on London's Hampstead
High Street on Thursday evenings. They
flaunt corkscrew hairdos and heavy tan
makeup, wear designer jeans or miniskirts
with high heels or suede cowgirl boots, and
smoke Marlboro Lights. Their bags are by
Louis Vuitton, their watches by Cartier. The
one thing they won't do is marry out.
Becks ("Beck" is short for Rebecca) are
considered "bitches" by less affluent Jew
ish girls. Their aspirations are monoton
ously materialistic -- marry a rich realtor,
live in a fancy home with a "fitted" kitchen,
have two "perfectly jewish" children, visit
their mother-in-law every Sunday, and take
annual vacation jaunts to southern Spain
and Israel. At 16 they generally undergo
their first plastic surgery (nose jobs~).
Becks have a favorite joke. A man from
Mars arrives on Hampstead High Street on
a Thursday night, dressed entirely in gold.
A Beck approaches him and asks, "Is your
jacket real gold?" "Solid gold," he replies.
"And your trousers?" "Solid gold." "And
your shoes?" "Solid gold." "Does every
one on Mars wear gold?" "No," replies the
Martian, "not the goys."

*

in, but were horrified to discover that he
was a plain, ordinary British white. England
is infected with the same kind of reverse
discrimination that plagues America.
McDonough has charged the city coun
cil with violation of the Race Relations Act.
He may have difficulty winning his case.
One-quarter of Leicester's population is
nonwhite.

*

When Gordon McDonough wrote the
Leicester City Council to apply for a gard
ener's job, he didn't rate an interview. He
then wrote a similar letter with the same
resume under the alias Prakesch Patel. This
time the councilmen promptly called him

The above gentleman, who goes by
the name of Barry Anderson, is the
Conservative Party's candidate in a 10
cal election in Bristol. In his nonpoliti
cal mom~nts, he is a bongo player in an
African dance group.

France. The main organization fighting
attempts by Frenchmen to stop or control
immigration and to instill a sense of race
consciousness in France is S.O.s. Ras
cisme. The group's spokesman is a metis
named Harlem Desir, 28, half Martinique
Negro, half Alsatian jew. Desir's real boss is
julian Dray, a French Jew who prefers to
work behind the scenes.
Desir explains, "When we went to the
prefecture to register S.O.S. Racisme, we
were obliged by law to appoint a president.
Julian Dray, our official thinker [penseur
officialel, decided, 'with a name like Har
lem Desir, why look for someone else?' "
Holland. From a correspondent. Hoi
land has become, literally speaking, the
graffiti capital of Europe -- a vast contrast
from the squeaky-clean sobriety of Ger
many. Everywhere you look -- not only in
Amsterdam, but out in the countryside, and
also in the small quaint cheese-market vil
lages like Alkmaar and in quaint fishing and
yachting villages like Hoorn -- the "art of
Africa" abounds. One could easily be for
given for making the heroic generalization

that every building'S first floor exterior in
the Netherlands is posted with these "pen
etrating statements" of social frustrcttion.
The reason for the graffiti's proliferation
is the same in Holland as it is in New York:
Negro rage caused by an inability to match
the social sophistication of the white ma
jority. The blacks in Amsterdam are every
where, sidling along the streets in basket
ball sneakers, skin-tight jeans and leather
jackets.
Over the last 15 years, I've watched Hoi
land decline from perhaps the coziest and
most charming European country to what
amounts to little more than a budding New
jersey.

West Germany. The Krupp family once
symbolized the industrial might of Ger
many. It was the Krupp-forged Big Bertha
that pounded Paris in WWI. A monster
Krupp railroad gun made life miserable for
American and British troops on the Anzio
beachhead in early 1944. The last of the
Krupps was Arndt, who dropped his fa
mous surname and renounced his billion
dollar inheritance, though he did keep
$900,000 a year as pin money, which he
spent on jet trips to Palm Beach and on
expensive female wardrobes (for himself).
A sickly homosexual, he died of a heart
attack in 1967 at the age of 48.
The Friedrich Krupp GmbH is still going
strong, having diversified from steel into
engineering and shipbuilding. Butthere are
no more Krupps in the driver's seat.

*

*

*

Denis Doyle, 33, makes his living as an
American taxi driver in West Germany. He
was put on trial recently for distributing
literature that questioned the gross exag
gerations of some Holocaust wordspi nners.
Wonder of wonders, he got off -- not be
cause he was telling the truth or because
free speech has been restored in West Ger
many, but because the statute of Iimitations
had run out. Apparently anyone who
brings charges against a distributor of anti
Holocaust literature in the state of Hesse
must file a formal complaint within six
months after the literature is discovered.
The Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung,
which tries to be West Germany's New
York Times (and is equally liberal and
equally untruthful), sneered at Doyle for
being a "UFO researcher." A total disbe
liever in flying saucers, Doyle in his trial
had compared Holocaust tales to science
fiction stories about UFOs.

Sweden. Olof Palme, beloved by liber
als, nonwhite immigrants and every shape
and shade of Marxist, was gunned down in
Stockholm in February 1986. Now it comes
out that the late prime minister may also
have been beloved by arms dealers. Olof,
reports Forbes, acted as a sort of high
powered salesman for Bofors, which pro
duces some of the world's most lethal
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weapons. While head of the Swedish gov
ernment, Palme apparently persuaded In
dia to buy $1.3 billion worth of Bofors
howitzers. A similarly lucrative sale of
1,000 Bofors anti-aircraft missiles was
made to Iran, again under the benevolent
eye of the prime minister.
Because the media has so decreed and
because liberal hagiography, not truth, is a
primum mobile of news gathering in the
\Vest, Palme will probably continue to go
down in history as an "apostle of peace and
nonviolence."
Palme's links to the merchant of death
business may account for his murder,
whICh remains unsolved. One story is that
he fell out with high-powered arms mer
chants at some point in his multifarious
deal-making.
Soviet Union. More than a hundred for
eigners who carry the AIDS virus have been
expelled from Russia. All but three came
from the "central part of Africa." Some 20
Soviet citizens now have the disease. They
were infected by one Soviet homo, who
lives in south Russia. He had been in gov
ernment service in Central Africa.
Only three people, all Africans, have
died of AIDS in the USSR.
Israel. Israelis, not surprisingly, have
been less than helpful in the FBI's attempts
to apprehend the murderers of Alex Odeh,
the Palestinian American brutally shot
down in Los Angeles, and Tscherim Soob
zokov, a falsely accused war criminal,
whose life was cruelly extinguished by a
bomb on the front porch of his home in
New Jersey. In the U.s., all 25 terrorist inci
dents ascribed to Jews in recent years have
been committed by a band of some 35
Jewish fanatics, according to the FBI. While
very slow in arresting those Jews who have
actually committed terrorist acts, FBI agents
claim they did thwart a Jewish plot to kill
former Senator James Abourezk of North
Dakota, one of the few prominent Arab
Americans.
An FBI document reveals that repeated
requests to the Israeli government for infor
mation about Jewish terrorists who live in
Israel, but who have been active in the
U.s., have gone unanswered. The reluc
tance seems to stem from Israel's unpubli
cized policy of sheltering Jewish criminals
who flee to the Promised Land to escape
the clutches of Western law enforcement
agents. It took France four years to extradite
William Nakash, a convicted murderer
who decamped to Israel with false papers
while out on bail. Israel's Orthodox Jews
didn't want to let him go back at all, follow
ing the advice of Rabbi Eliazer Waldman, a
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Knesset member, who declared, "Jews
should never be handed over to gentiles
under any circumstances."
The Israeli government has gone on re
cord as being inexorably committed to
fighting terrorism, yet it protects and cod
dles Jewish terrorists. Twenty-eight Arab
killing members of the West Bank terrorist
group, Gush Emunin, were convicted of
murder and heinous crimes in Israel in
1985. Today, 21 have already been re
leased from prison and several now hold
down prominent jobs in the Israeli infra
structure.
In New York, Assemblyman Dov Hikind
has publicly stated that he sympathizes
with any Jewish hit man who murders
Nazis or Palestinians who support the PLO.
On three separate occasions, Hikind has
hired Victor Vancier, a convicted Jewish
terrorist, as a researcher.

*

*

*

Ezer Weizmann, touted in the Western
media as one of the more reasonable and
less bloodthirsty Israeli politicians, has ad
mitted he joined in a 1947 plot to assassin
ate Sir Evelyn Barker, commander of the
British troops in Palestine. The murder,
which never came off, was to take place in
London.

*

*

*

If, as Israel likes to pretend, it has no
nuclear weapons, why is Mordechai Va
nunu being tried for treason? Why go to
such lengths as kidnapping the onetime Is
raeli nuclear technician from Italy and de
fying Italian and international law in order
to get back a person who, according to
official Israeli pronouncements, couldn't
possibly have given away any secrets at all?
Israel still pretends it has no nuclear
stockpile, principally to skirt the Symington
Amendment to the U.5. Foreign Assistance
Act, which forbids economic aid to any
country producing nuclear weapons.
Needless to say, every wiseacre in Wash
ington knows that Israel has a bulging nu
clear arsenal, but as long as Israeli officials
keep lying about it, Congress can keep
shoveling vast amounts of money and
weapons into the bottomless pit of Israel's
basket-case economy. If Israel admitted the
truth, Congress would have to alter the law.
This would be no big deal, since the Knes
set West is always prepared to do whatever
the Knesset East commands. But it would
cause a flutter of paperwork, and in the
process might reveal a few more of Israel's
many fission and fusion secrets. Better to
stick to one lie than change it for another.

*

*

*

The number of Jewish organizations,
foundations and lobbies in the world is
practically infinite. One of the newest is the
World Fou ndation to Promote Jewish Pop
ulation Policies. Getting behind the fancy
nomenclature, the purposeoftheorganiza
tion is very clear-cut -- to persuade Jews to
have more Jewish babies and to provide
money and loans to Jewish families who
can't afford babies. Religious and secular
Jews want to repair the demographic dam
age done to Jewry by the i ncreasi ng habit of
their brethren to marry late, not marry at all,
or marry shiksas. In the Soviet Union it is
estimated that 80-90% of the children of
mixed marriages are brought up as Jews.
Strange to say, or not so strange to say,
the many vociferous groups dedicated to
cutting down on world overpopulation
have registered no complaints' against this
new foundation, whose promotion of un
bridled Jewish proliferation and subsidized
Jewish fecundity oppose everything they
stand for.
Persian Gulf. Rumor hath it that a con
fused Iraqi pilot hit the USS Stark while the
latter was engaged in guiding him to attack
an Iranian frigate only 20 miles distant.
Somehow the Arab airman launched his
Exocet missile at the wrong ship.
The London Daily Telegraph, as quoted
by the Washington Times (June 26, 1987),
thinks that this weird scenario is a possibil
ity because there was no way for the Iraqi
pilot on his own to have located the Iranian
naval vessel. It was too far away from Iraqi
radar installations, but was directly in the
radar eyes of U.S.-piloted AWACS planes,
which then passed the information on to
the Stark, which in turn put its sophisticated
electronic gear to work to guide the Iraqi to
his target. The Iraqi then mistook the Stark
for the Iranian ship.
This chain of events, which ended with
the deaths of 37 Americans, would not only
explain the Stark's woeful lack of combat
readiness, but why the skipper was not
court-martialed. Legal proceedings might
have brought out this monumental snafu,
not to mention revealing the direct U.5.
role in the Iran-Iraq war.
Equatorial Guinea. In 1968, when it won
independence from Spain, Equatorial
Guinea had the third-highest per capita in
come in Africa, a literacy rate higher than
that of Spain itself, the best hospitals in the
region, a vigorous growth rate and an im
pressive trade balance.
Eleven years later, when dictator Macias
Nguema was overthrown by his nephew,
Teodoro Macias Nguema, the country had
reverted to subsistance farming and hunter
gathering. Exports had all but disappeared.
There was no electricity, not even in the
country's capital. Hospitals were no longer
operating. The new generation was largely
illiterate. Soldiers looted and raped at will.

More than a th i rd of the popu lation had
either died off or emigrated.
Shortly after the coup that overthrew Ma
cias, the King and Queen of Spain visited
Equatorial Guinea. The common people
rejoiced, thinking that Spanish rule was re
turning. (London Spectator, Dec. 20, 1986)

Kenya. Sixteen missionaries, 15 of them
Americans, have been expelled from Ken
ya after being charged with participation in
a Ku Klux Klan plot to overthrow the gov
ernment. The preposterous conspiracy was
apparently dreamed up by a black in the
U.s., who, after persuading the mission
aries to go to Kenya, left them high and dry
without any funds. In order to stop their
complaints, he accused them of being
white supremacists. That was enough
grounds for the conspiracy-obsessed Ken
yan government to throw them out without
a hearing or any kind of legal investigation.
Th is is nutty news from a nut cou ntry, but
it is not all bad news. At least a small frac
tion of Kenya's estimated 7,000 mission
aries have been given the gate. Instauration
won't be happy, however, until all such
Christers are expelled from foreign lands
and returned to their own countries where,
instead of spreading the gospel :::.f Christian
charity abroad, they might start practicing it
at home.
No human is more inhuman than the
white who tries to turn a nonwhite into an
imitation white.
Zambia. It's illegal to criticize Kenneth
Kau nda, the black tyrant who has been
grinding the economy, resources and peo
ple of Zambia into the dust for 10 these
many years. Recently, however, he tempo
rarily relaxed his censorship to let out the
news that his son's death in 1986 was
caused by AIDS. About 20% of Zambia's
adult urban population now has the dis
ease.
South Africa. Sanctions against South Af
rica are supported by most of the world's
top athletes and sports figures, but not all.
Despite a stern warning from Jesse Jackson,
World Boxing Association heavyweight
champion Mike Weaver, a black, went to
johannesburg for a match with Afrikaner
heavyweight Johnny DuPlooy. Tennis stars
of various and sundry nations also play in
South Africa: Pat Cash, Andres Gomez,
Guy Forget and Henri Leconte, to name a
few. American racqueteers include Tim
Mayotte, Tim Wilkinson, David Pate and
Brad Gilbert, who happens to be Jewish.
Another Jewish tennis player, Amos Mans
dorf of Israel, is also playing in South Africa,
after promising Davis Cup officials he
wouldn't go there. In the star-studded
realm of golf, American champions Andy
Bean and Mark O'Meara are uncowed by
threats of retaliation aimed at them for par
ticipating in South African tournaments.

Pakistan. u.s. conservatives, if not the
biggest supporters of Israel, are among the
loudest. For the first time, however, they
are having a little trouble swallowing what
the Israeli lobby is doing to u.s. relations
with Pakistan, the on Iy trusted American
ally between Turkey and Singapore. With
out Pakistan's aid to the Afghan resistance,
Afghanistan might have become a thor
oughly Sovietized satellite years ago. Con
servatives wouldn't like that at all.
Now comes the hitch. Pakistan is build
ing a nuclear reactor, which worries the
Israelis no end, despite President Zia's as
surances that it will only be used for peace
ful purposes. The Israeli lobby is trying to
link the reactor to the Reagan administra
tion's proposed foreign aid package to Pak
istan $4 billion over four years.
The House and Senate, as they always
do, bowed to the wishes of Jewish groups
by demanding that Pakistan sign a nuclear
nonproliferation treaty to qualify for any
more military and financial aid. President
Zia refused, pointing out that India, his
country's mortal enemy, had already ex
ploded a nuclear device in 1974 and was
still receiving U.S. aid without signing the
treaty. He added that Israel was also a non
signer, yet gets $3 billion a year from the
U.s. treasury. Since that is much more than
Pakistan gets, he wondered if U.S. foreign
policy was Janus-faced. In the end, u.s. aid
to Pakistan was put on a month-to-month
basis. The moment Zia even hints of mov
ing one inch away from nuclear power and
toward nuclear weapons, loans and grants
are to cease immediately.
President Zia had to accept this deal.
What else could he do? But that doesn't
mean he has to like it. As a man with more
than the usual quota of pride, he won't
forget the humiliation, which means that in
the long run the u.s. will lose another im
portant ally.
In his comments about the morbid mean
derings of u.s. foreign policy, Zia was
clever enough not to attack American Jew
ry outright. He did the next best thing. He
damned Rep. Stephen Solarz (D-IS), Israel's
point man in the House, as the "mouth
piece" of India. It is true that Solarz does get
some help from Asian Indians in his district.
It is also true that his anti-Pakistan crusade
is cheered on by India. But to blame Asian
Indians for what Jewish racism is doing to
Pakistan is diplomatic doublespeak at its
most duplicitous.
Although American conservatives are
only beginning to learn that what is good
for Israel is often bad for the U.s., the So
viets have understood this for decades. To
them, growing anti-Americanism among
the Arabs is a god-sent wedge to get in
volved in Middle Eastern affairs. Before the
birth of Israel, intensely religious Arabs and
Moslems had only feelings of detestation
for the officially atheistic USSR.
Where, if ever, and when, if ever, will it
stop th is repu Isive subservience of a once

great nation to a tribalistic country on the
western sl iver of an Asian desert, a parasitic
cou ntry whose existence depends on
handouts from overwhelmingly non-Jew
ish taxpayers?
Perhaps as a sly rebuke to world Jewry's
rash interference in the domestic affairs of
both his country and Austria, President Zia
recently hosted President Waldheim in a
lavish three-day state visit to Islamabad.

Nicaragua. A U.s. Senator an agent for
the Sandinistas? The answer may be in the
affi rmative. Just before La Prensa, the most
influential of Nicaragua's banned news
papers, was given permission to publish
again, in line with the highly-touted Arias
plan, Sandinista leaders ordered Violeta
Chamorro, the publisher, not to print cer
tain news items. She refused.
Then the pathologically liberal Senator
Tom Harkin (D-IA) entered the picture. Af
ter a private meeting with junta boss Daniel
Ortega, Harkin paid a visit to Senora Cha
morro and begged her to go along with the
Sandinistas' censorship demands. Again
she refused, though she reportedly stated
after the meeting, "Senator Harkin gave me
a big headache."
Jim Denton of the National Forum Foun
dation correctly described Harkin's activi
ties as "pimping for the Sandinistas."
Cuba. While some members of The Or
der have been given life sentences for kil
ling a Jewish radio announcer and commit
ting robberies and other assorted crimes,
joanne Chesimard, 40, has been happily
living it up in Cuba, studying for a master's
degree and working on her autobiography,
which will undoubtedly make the Times
bestseller list one gay. The so-called "soul"
of the Black Revolutionary Army, who has
been linked to a dozen cop killings, Joanne
escaped from a u.s. jail in 1979. She later
showed up in the Pearl of the Antilles,
where she lives under the personal protec
tion of Fidel Castro. She shares her apart
ment, which is paid for by the Cuban gov
ernment, wi,h her 13-year-old daughter,
Kakuya, who was conceived in her moth
er's jail cell.
Chesimard's career proves that it's not
murder that determines the murderer'S
punishment, but who is murdered. Kill a
few white cops and you'll probably get 20
years and be paroled in 10, if members of
your gang don't help you escape in the
meantime. Kill a neurotic Jewish talk show
host and you'll get 150 years, as two mem
bers of The Order have. This obscenely
long sentence makes parole in the prison
er's lifetime impossible. If by any rare
chance he manages to escape from jail,
he'll have nowhere to go -- no dictator like
Castro to protect him, give him a place of
refuge and a salary that will allow him to
live comfortably in a rent-free apartment
while he writes his memoirs.
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A Different Candidate
When a non-establishment candidate runs for the presidency,
his experiences bring out in sharpest form the undemocratic
nature of this so-called democracy. Although he has as much if
not more name recognition than some of the other candidates,
both Republican and Democratic, although he has already raised
almost $125,000 in campaign funds, NBC would not allow David
Duke to take part in the December televised "debate" of the
Republican and Democratic presidential hopefuls. In a vain at
tempt to compel the broadcasting moguls to live up to their First
Amendment responsibilities, Duke filed suit to force NBC to
choose one of two alternatives: (1) include Duke in the debate; or
(2) cancel it altogether. As expected, the Washington (DC) judge
eventually turned him down, but not before the litigation had a lot
of high-priced corporate attorneys scurrying around legal libraries
and drawing up long, turgid briefs in an attempt to put a legal
blessing on denying a television forum to an official presidential
candidate.
In New Hampshire, Duke managed to rush in where every
establishment candidate fears to tread -- into the area of hard
questions. All the would-be White House tenants are experts at
handling the soft questions. But they do everything in their power
to avoid having to answer anything about forced busing, immigra
tion, a Palestinian homeland, reverse discrimination and the like.
At the end of a press conference held to "celebrate" Jack Kemp's
formal entry into the New Hampshire primary (scheduled for Feb.
16), Duke threw him a hard ball as he was leaving the hall. He
asked Kemp what he would do "to end the massive racial dis
crimination against white people in America."
At first the man who describes himself as the only true conserva
tive in the Republican ranks tried to duck the question. But Duke
kept pressing: "When are you going to end affirmative action,
which is a racial program of discrimination against white peo
ple?"
All Kemp would or could do was repeat the old political saw, "I
believe in equal opportunity for every man and every woman,
irrespective of color, race, creed or religion."
"Good!" Duke yelled. "I agree with you! What are you going to
do about it?" By this time Kemp was at the door, through which he
stone-facedly sped in a quick disappearing act.

Black Classes, White Classes
If anything is obvious in the world of academia, it is that blacks
do not learn or study the way whites do. Since races are different,
especially the black and white races, it is only reasonable to
suppose that they would benefit from learning programs tailored
to their differences.
The New York State Regents had the wisdom (and the effront
ery) to address these racial differences in learning -- differences
that New York teachers have had ample opportunity to note over
decades of instruction in that multiracial state -- in a 11O-page
handbook for school dropouts. There it was in black and white (no
pun intended): Blacks rely on "inferential reasoning" rather than
IIfactuallearning" and tend lito approximate space, number and
time" instead of aiming for "complete accuracy." In other words,
black pupils like to guess instead of arriving at logical conclusions
and prefer vague generalities to what liberals call specificity.
Indubitably, the Regents had accurately outlined some of the
differences between the learning habits of white and black stu
so accurately that the caves of academe in the Empire
dents
State soon echoed and reechoed with shrieks of racism.
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Because a few sensible blacks came to the defense of the
dropout handbook, it wasn't immediately thrown on a bonfire
and burned as an academic vanity. It was disposed of more
diplomatically by being revised, downplayed and glossed with
apologies. What happens next is anyone's guess. But no one
aware of the damage that false charges of racism can exert and
have exerted on American education would give the handbook,
no matter how much it's bowdlerized, a long and influential
lifespan.

Motherhood Means Jail
Judges are becoming so injudicious these days that it's a relief to
find one of their rulings that can be qualified as Solomonic.
Two unmarried sisters in Milledgeville (GA), the home town of
the late very talented but very morose authoress, Flannery O'Con
nor, were caught shoplifting. Both black, both on welfare and
both with a covey of illegitimate children, they were given the
choice of goi ng to prison or ceasing to have any more offspring out
of wedlock.
The sisters chose the less confining choice and were given ten
years' probation. The moment one of them conceives another
child without a husband on the premises, she'll be thrown into jail
-- that is, if the ACLU doesn't, as it well may, get into the act and
have Judge Hugh P. Thompson's sagacious ruling reversed by a
higher court.

Hotshot Children
The first children produced with the help of Robert Graham's
Nobel sperm bank are, to put it mildly, bright as pins. Most are
blond and goodlooking, and their one fault seems to be that once
they learn they are much smarter than other kids their age, their
egos ascend to dizzily high levels.
Forty-one "genius" babies have now been born to mothers with
infertile husbands or, in one exceptional case, to a woman with no
husband at all. The kudos for this pioneering attempt to better the
human breed must be divided between Graham's Repository for
Germinal Choice in Escondido (CA) and the Grade A spermato
zoa donated by Nobel laureates like William Shockley and other
high-IQ scientists.
One 16-month-old infant is already a certified whiz kid. An
other, Leandra, not quite three, has ivory skin, blonde hair and
aqua eyes
all this fair coloration despite her dark-skinned,
dark-eyed parents. She was walking and running at nine months,
speaki ng complete sentences at two, is now learni ng the alphabet
and one night a few months ago informed her parents, "A is for
apple, B is for baby, C is for cat, 0 is for dog."
Graham says that practically all the children walk before they
have reached their first birthday and talk /liong before Dr. Spock
says they should." He states he has no black donors because none
is receptive to his ideas. Graham goes in for frozen, not fresh
sperm, largely because of extensive testing for contamination.
AIDS testing, for instance, takes at least 90 days.
The second child born with the help of Graham's sperm bank is
blond and cherubic Doron Blake, 5. His IQ is about as high as his
biological father's (200). He is already equivalentto a third-grader
in learning ability,·and amuses himself by daubing abstract paint
ings on walls. His most recent project is the construction of a lunar
landing module.
Sandy is barely four. She speaks as clearly on the phone as a
telephone operator. The sperm donor was an Ashkenazi Jew. Her
mother is an Oriental who is married to an infertile Anglo. Sandy
has olive skin and long, silky dark brown hair. Tests show she
could do quite well in the sixth grade at her neighborhood public
school. While Instaurationists are not too enthusiastic about
mixed-race superbabies, Sandy's hyperactive brain demonstrates

that breeding for intelligence works for all kinds of genes.
The children described above are, according to Graham, fairly
typical examples of the high-IQ litter. Though the final results
aren't in, he certainly has reason to be satisfied with the progress
made so far. When his sperm bank first opened for business seven
years ago, it was picketed. Today its activity is greeted by the
liberal-minority establishment with grudging indifference.

Burning Crosses and Shaven Heads
Arson is defined in the dictionary as "malicious or fraudulent
burning of property (as of a building)." But in Montgomery County
(MO), Gary Stein and John F. Finnegan III, both 19, have been
arrested and charged with arson, although they burned down no
buildings, no homes, no schools or synagogues or property of any
kind. All they burned was a swastika on the lawn of the home of an
unnamed but presumably minority family in Rockville. If con
victed, both Stein and Finnegan can get up to three years in jailor
a maximum $5,000 fine.
The burned swastika, moreover, was not made of wood or any
other solid material. Apparently some flammable liquid was
poured on the lawn in the shape of a swastika and then ignited. So,
at least in Maryland, it has now become a crime (arson) to singe
grass.
That Stein could be jewish may mitigate the penalty in his case.
But what about young Finnegan? It is well known what frequently
happens to young whites in prisons overbrimming with blacks. If
james Joyce were still about, Finnegan's fate might give him the
opportunity to write a nonfiction Finnegan's Wake.
Another Irish kid is in deep trouble in Los Angeles. Late at night,
nine policemen burst into the modest home of Michael Casey
Martin, 18, roused him out of bed, scared his parents halfto death
and led him in handcuffs and chains to face charges of "attempted
burglary" and "using unlawful, violent acts to effect political
change." An additional charge, based on "an obscure 1919 crim
inal syndicate act," according to the Los Angeles Times (Nov. 1,
1987), was "distributing racist literature and painting racial graf
fiti." Admittedly, Martin's room was decorated with some Third
Reich propaganda, but what may weigh most heavily against him
was a tract denying the Holocaust. He will be in an even worse fix
if it can be proved he read it.
What makes Martin such excellent jailbait for the Jewish junta
that presides over southern California is his leadership of a min
uscule band of Reich Skins, a skinhead group whose 25 members
affect shaved heads, tattoos, black boots and leather jackets.
While black, Hispanic, Asian and Israeli gangs continue their
crime spree in Los Angeles, seven more members of the anti
capitalist, anti-Communist Reich Skins have been attested.
Skinheads, an apparent American copy of the British originals,
have become the new bogeyman of the ADL. In San Jose (CA) a
black woman was "terrorized by skinheads" as she tried unsuc
cessfully to enter a park. In Dallas skinheads have been arrested
for robbery, assault and drug possession. In Ybor City (FL) police
grabbed five skins for assaulting members of a punk rock club. In
Cincinnati (OH) skins advertised for recruits "to smash Red, Jew
and Black power." In Portland (OR) police stopped a score of
skins armed with knives, bats and pipes on their way to a popular
nightspot. In Chicago swastikas were painted on three syna
gogues, and windows of jewish stores were broken on the 49th
anniversary of Kristallnacht, an event which jews won't let non
jews forget. Later a mysterious character called William G. Lein
berger was arrested and promptly confessed. In his pad were
membership cards associated with "neo-Nazi skinheads."
So said the scary monitoring reports of the AOL, an organization
that has never been known for understatement. If it is assumed that
259C of the stories are true, then admittedly some amorphous and
not necessarily related groups of young people copying the garb

and tonsure of British skinheads have been coagulating informally
in a few cities. Most of them are probably punk rockers, because
only a very few have made "racist" noises, which the ADL, as is its
custom, has blown way out of proportion. The ADL bloodhounds
wantto remind fellow jews thatthey are never safe in this country.
Plant that idea into their neurotic minds and they will contribute
more generously than ever to the treasury of the paladins. of
anti-anti-Semitism.
The tried and true tactic of the left, the ultraleft, the wacky left
and the Jewish left and right is to deactivate any meaningful
pro-Majority activism by falsely linking itto violence, while never
admitting that Majority activists are much more likely to be the
victims of violence than its perpetrators.
Take the case of five teenage skinheads who dropped by to hear
a speech by a fiery white supremacist, j.B. Stoner, in Glendale
(CA) last November. Before they could even get near the door of
the meeting, they were attacked by a bunch of frothing-at-the
mouth, rock-throwing jewish rent-a-mobbers. Two of the skin
heads, one of them only 13, were roughed up pretty badly, while
the other three ran for their lives. None got to hear Stoner.
Actually, American skins, like their British models, are a motley
crew. Some groups are known for their love of drugs, some are
"straight-edge," which means they are anti-drug, anti-homo and
anti-every other manifestation of contemporary corruption. Some
skins take in minority members. Because a few have said some
things or done some things to the detriment of minority racism, the
AOL has excommunicated the lot.
If anything will turn the skins into the type of gangs that the ADL
describes and supposedly fears, it will be the undue publicity
given them by the press, whose reporters think they are doing their
Zionist pals a favor by criminalizing almost before they open their
mouths any and all critics of the Jewish ascendancy.

History Repeats in Atlanta
A few years ago some Majority activists ordered several hun
dred copies of The Dispossessed Majority (the condensed Popular
Edition) and mailed them to the seniors of Westminster, the prep
school of Atlanta's elite. Immediately breast-beating, hair-tearing
front-page stories appeared in the Atlanta newspapers bemoaning
the distribution of a dangerous "racist" book. The headmaster, the
media and the local chapter of the ADL were terribly put out.
Plaintive cries of Nazism echoed in the Atlanta air, along with
routine smears of the book, the author and the mysterious group
which paid for the mailing. It must have been an inside job,
whined the press, because the books were sent to the preppies'
home addresses.
Early last December a similar book mailing was made, this time
to seniors of three Atlanta prep schools. Again the immediate
response was a front-page article in both the morning Atlanta
Constitution and the afternoon Atlanta Journal (Dec. 10, 1987).
Again there was the ADL and media caterwauling. In this particu
lar mailing, a letter accompanied the book warning the students
that minority quotas and affirmative action would have an adverse
effect on their choice of college and their eventual careers. A book
list was enclosed, offering various Howard Allen works for sale.
The distributors, an outfit called American Renaissance (P.O. Box
285, Atkinson, NE 68713), also offered to send any recipient who
was interested a free 12-month subscription to Instauration.
The story apparently went out on the AP wire and was picked
up here and there across the country, usually by small newspap
ers. The "book scandal" also cropped up on the local evening
news shows of several Atlanta TV stations. A Negro student, who
was interviewed on one such program, explained that The Dis
POSS€'SSE'Q Majority was doubly dangerous because it "seemed so
reasonable." Later, a short editorial appeared in the Atlanta Jour
nal complimenting one school administrator for telling the stuI NSTAURATION -- FEBRUARY 1988 -- PAGE 35

and not to act is to act." An ardent disciple of Malthus, who has
no place in the liberal pantheon, Hardin agrees with the 19th
century Protestant divine that as the population increases, each
individual's share of the world's goods will decrease. The more
food produced, the more the population expands to consume it.
Technology and artificial fertilizers have slowed up the predicted
Malthusian reaction to the increase of earthlings from 900 million
in his time to 5 billion today. But judgment Day, according to
Hardin, is just around the corner.
II

dents not to read the book and to hand it back to school au
thorities. (For a public burning, perhaps?)
Since no Atlanta bookstore will stock The Dispossessed Maior
ity, since the two big Atlanta newspapers will not take ads for the
books (though the Constitution did take one back on Nov. 12,
1974), it's difficult to get it in the hands of readers there. Mailing it
out as a gift is one way to break the conspiracy of silence. It's a
fairly expensive method, but it does outfox the censors, those
professed guardians of the First Amendment who seemingly do
everything in their power to "disapply" the Firstto books of which
they disapprove.
Since Howard Allen does not have the means to make such
mailings, it is very thankful that organizations like American Re
naissance are around. The Atlanta media tried to pretend there
was some diabolical connection between Howard Allen and
American Renaissance by listing Mark Weber, the head of the
latter organization, as the editor of Instauration. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The only relation that Howard Allen has
with American Renaissance or any other organization that buys its
books is the simple relationship of seller to buyer.
Would the Atlanta papers denounce the ADL because it or
rather its agents provocateurs have bought Howard Allen books?

Voice Crying For the Wilderness
Garrett Hardin is one of the few brilliant scientists in the U.s.
who has the courage to come out and say what he really believes.
This is a dangerous habit for any American to adopt these days.
But because of his sheer intelligence, Hardin is occasionally taken
seriously by the media and once in a blue moon actually gets a
fairly evenhanded write-up in the New York Times.
An article by john W. Wolford in the June 30, 1987, issue of the
liberal-minority daily Bible reviewed with minimal editorializing
Hardin's opinions on charity, food for Ethiopia and Malthusian
doctrine. He wasn't once compared to Hitler or the Wicked Witch
of the West.
Hardin's attitude toward feeding the bursting-at-the-seams
Third World population can be summed up in the following
quote: "There's nothing more dangerous than a shallow-thinking,
compassionate person ... he can cause a lot of trQuble." What he
means is that the more food given to the starving today will
produce an even bigger number of starving people tomorrow.
Famine relief for Africa is not even a Band-Aid; it's a booby trap.
As the dark continent loses more of its agricultural resources every
year, food shipments from the outside make it possible for black
Africans to still produce litters of pickaninnies, thereby guarantee
ing a future famine that will make the present one look like a
weight-reduction diet.
Hardin is famous for popularizing the "tragedy of the com
mons." If the selfish, look-out-for-# 1 owner of a herd of cattle
grazing in a publicly owned field adds to his herd, he will reap an
immediate financial reward. But the other cattlemen will suffer
because there will be less grass for their animals. If all the herd
owners did the same as the greedy one, there would be no
commons left.
Ethiopia is Hardin's example of an overgrazed commons. The
country has a carrying capacity for just so many people. When
this capacity is exceeded, there is bound to be hunger. Food from
the West wi II simply give those Ethiopians who are already hungry
a chance to give birth to even more hungry mouths.
To keep the world population in reasonable bounds, to keep
the planetary commons from being overgrazed, Hardin feeds his
followers such pithy sayings as, "You can never do just one thing"
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Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing
his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the
commons.

To Hardin, the free market is an invitation to loot the dwindling
natural resources of the planet. The world is everybody's property
and its resources need to be respected and doled out equally.
Unrestricted capitalism allows aggressive and callous entrepre
neurs to rush in and cut down every redwood tree in California to
make a quick buck. That may not have been too bad a policy
when the California population was small and the number of
redwoods large. Today it is ecological madness.
Barry Commoner, as might be expected, objects to Hardin's
pessimism. He claims that hunger and overpopulation "can be
solved by economic and political means." He denounces Har
din's metaphor that countries are lifeboats, which, if they take too
many people aboard, will capsize and sink. He denies that it is
better to keep your own boat afloat than to sink by trying to rescue
too many of the drowning.
As also might be expected, Arthur Simon, executive director of
Bread for the World, a public policy organization, abandons facts
and attacks Hardin on the ethical plane. "The lifeboat ethic ... is
just not morally acceptable." Simon believes that poverty causes
overpopulation and not vice-versa. He argues that the Third
Worlder's only form of social security for old age is children.
Hardin shakes his head at such inept criticism. He warns the
do-gooders not to concentrate on solving immediate problems
without first considering how the solutions may affect the future.
The commons of the world are being consumed down to the
roots. Hardin, who has deciphered the signals being given off, is
trying to sound the alarm. But the frenetic producers and consum
ers ofthe West and the beggars and the, hungry of the Third World
are too busy doing their thing to listen.

FBI Backlashed
The FBI over the past decades has made life so miserable for
Majority activists that they can be forgiven for experiencing a
certain amount of malicious joy in hearingthata black G-man has
charged the bureau with racial harassment and discrimination.
Donald Rochon, now working out of the agency's Philadelphia
office, has filed two lawsuits against five agents, claiming they
harassed him with anonymous phone calls, phony death and
burial insurance policies, and threats of physical violence against
him and his white wife. He wants a criminal investigation of what
he says were violations of his civil rights. He also wants an as yet
unspecified amount of monetary damages.
Rochon has a powerful backer: Baptist preacher William H.
Gray III, the black chairman of the House Budget Committee.
Gray said the FBI's actions
send a signal to everybody else ... that it is open season to prac
tice bigotry, discrimination, sexism, anti-Semitism and any other
form of discriminatory activity. That should not be tolerated.

Dare we think that when an FBI agent puts handcuffs and ankle
chains on a Majority activist, he is arresting a soul mate?

